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Best tech, market reach
Hexagon’s Production Software business (p10) and DMG
Mori’s powder-bed additive manufacturing activities (p15),
share some interesting parallels.
Companies typically have a core competence to which they
add over time – brand extension, if you will. But that brand
extension is probably somebody else’s core competence. So,
why not acquire the competitor having that core competence? This thinking is to
be found within Hexagon Production Software business’ strategy.
Software components from shopfloor networking expert FASys and CNC
machine tool simulation specialist Spring Technologies are being used within
Hexagon’s existing production software offerings, without compromising sales
of the acquired technology itself. Hexagon has market reach to maximise the
sales of the acquired companies’ products, so both FASys’ and Spring
Technologies’ software is now offered more widely. In return, the customers
that both acquired companies have offer new opportunities for Hexagon’s core
CAM products. Multiple wins for this move, then.
Global metalcutting expert DMG Mori has also added to its core offerings
through acquisition. Having extended its range with the development of
machining centre-based, laser-melted blown-powder additive manufacturing (AM)
technology since 2013 (a process called direct energy deposition), it acquired
powder-bed AM expert ReaLizer in 2017. DMG Mori is now adding its core
competence and market reach to ReaLizer’s technology.
DMG Mori’s capability to produce metalcutting machine tools having
consistent quality and performance in high volume will be employed to bring the
same to AM machine building. This consistent AM technology will then be
promoted via DMG Mori’s global market reach, supporting a boost in production
of ReaLizer machines to 100 units/year “very quickly”. Furthermore, it will make
metal AM a more repeatable process, machine to machine, which is important
for multi-machine users and those with distributed manufacturing activities.
In a slightly different move, DMG Mori is also working with suppliers of
complementary technology, offering this to its global customer base via what it
calls its DMQP programme (last issue, p14) – DMG Mori Qualified Products
(think third-party sellers using the Amazon platform). This provides greater
market reach to partnering companies, at a price no doubt, and extends DMG
Mori’s offer without it having to acquire more and more firms (which may not be
up for sale, anyway). In such ways are the strong getting stronger in the world of
manufacturing technology. ■
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News round-up

MTC-run apprentice school sets up

Japan’s Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation and the Tokyo-based
National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST) have developed artificial
intelligence technology that can
reduce time for setting up factoryautomation equipment.
https://is.gd/kogiya

An MTC-run apprentice training
academy in Oxfordshire has been
visited by the new Minister for
Universities, Science, Research and
Innovation, who underlined the
government’s commitment to
apprenticeships.
Chris Skidmore was visiting the
new Oxfordshire Advanced Skills
apprentice training centre at the
Culham Science Centre near
Abingdon.
He said: “Places like this are
providing the skills our country
needs for the future. They are
training both the next generation of
nuclear researchers, and
apprentices for businesses across
Oxfordshire and beyond.”
The new operation is a result of
Coventry-based Advanced
Manufacturing Training Centre
(AMTC) having teamed up with the
UK Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) and the Science and
Technology Facilities Council

Managed print services giant Xerox
has entered the additive
manufacturing space, following its
acquisition of US firm Vader, a
player in the metal 3D printing area.
https://is.gd/diqubo
Liebherr-Aerospace has begun
printing 3D components for Airbus,
nose landing gear brackets for the
Airbus A350 XWB, following
approval from the European aircraft
manufacturer. These brackets will be
the first-ever Airbus parts to be
qualified for printed titanium.
https://is.gd/obavaz
American subcontractor Metalex,
based in Cincinnati, Ohio, has
installed a massive Droop+Rein T
series 6-axis portal machine from
Starrag. https://is.gd/simugu
Germany-headquartered DMG
Mori AG, part of Japanheadquartered machine tool giant
DMG Mori Co, reports record figures
for order intake, sales revenues,
EBIT (earnings before interest and
tax) and free cash ﬂow.
https://is.gd/ajaduf
CADCAM specialist Tebis will
celebrate 35 years of business with

an Open House at its Munich
facilities from 8-9 May 2019. During
the two-day event, visitors will see
examples of end-to-end
manufacturing processes and the
advances in the firm’s CADCAM and
MES software.
https://is.gd/abuduf
Swiss firm Fritz Studer AG has won
the prize for ‘Best Quality 2018’ at
the Shuanghuan Company in China.
https://is.gd/biyaco
A joint government-industry
£3.9bn investment is intended to

Heidenhain GB is celebrating 50 years in business this year and is still
located in Burgess Hill, West Sussex, where it set up shop in 1969. The
operation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of German manufacturing group
Dr Johannes Heidenhain GmbH, which traces its roots to 1889 when it
was set up in Berlin by Wilhelm Heidenhain (father of Johannes) as a
metal etching factory. Today the headquarters is in Traunreut, in southeastern Bavaria. The UK arm employs 24 people and is the sales, service,
and distribution centre for the UK and Ireland for the complete range of
Heidenhain products. https://is.gd/lutugu
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From left: Steve Hill, OAS phase one manager, ﬁrst year
apprentices Harry Oliver and Kaream Pennant, Universities
minister Chris Skidmore and Paul Rowlett, Emma Johnstone and
Colin Gordon of the AMTC

(STFC) in an effort to deliver
training to hundreds of apprentices.
UKAEA has partnered with STFC
to form the Oxfordshire Advanced
Skills (OAS) training centre to
increase the number of trained
technicians available to local
employers in the region – one of
the UK’s high-tech hotspots.

Training at the new facility will
replicate the industry-leading
training centre on the MTC campus
at Ansty Park, Coventry. The AMTC
has built a reputation for equipping
apprentices not only with core
engineering skills but also the
latest advanced manufacturing
techniques.

strengthen the UK’s leading position
in civil aerospace, with a
competition launched that invites
organisations to pitch for a share of
that figure. https://is.gd/amuvic

transfers. https://is.gd/kukufe
Citing a strong performance across
a number of key market sectors,
Worcester-headquartered
Yamazaki Mazak says that 2018
was its best-ever year for machine
tool sales. Automotive, oil and
gas, and medical markets
are particularly noted.
https://is.gd/
culesu

A new £35 million research
network will see
steelmakers and
university experts
work together on
a seven-year
research
Filtermist
programme to
International, a
transform the
L-R: James Stansﬁeld
specialist in
UK steel sector,
(Filtermist International),
Chris Oldﬁeld (DCS)
industrial air filtration
delivering a
and extraction, has
smart, green and
completed its largest ever
clean steel industry.
acquisition with the £6.6 million
https://is.gd/jidize
purchase of Yorkshire-based DCS
Group. https://is.gd/iyuwoc
Manufacturing Technology Centre
chief executive Dr Clive Hickman is
spearheading a drive to establish a
DSEI 2019 will, for the first time,
technology partnership with India
host a Manufacturing Hub to
that aims to increase trade,
highlight the contribution that Tier
investment, technology and skills
2, 3 and 4 manufacturers make to
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the UK defence industry.
https://is.gd/ubabox

Product pick 10

Nuclear AMRC Midlands, a new
research and innovation centre to
support manufacturers across the
region, was officially opened for
business at the iHub at Infinity Park,
Derby, last month.
https://is.gd/tivovi

Horn has expanded its DTM
lightweight milling system to include
DTM.CX09 arbour milling cutters for
roughing and the DTM.CX09.AL.F
face-mill (right) for finishing.
https://is.gd/upirek

HMC workholding
Lotus and Williams Advanced
Engineering have commenced a
strategic technical partnership in
which the companies will share R&D
into advanced propulsion
technologies.
https://is.gd/vuruca
Guhring UK has confirmed that it is
ready for the looming ‘deadline day’
of Brexit, regardless of the outcome.
https://is.gd/olasir

Machinery’s February news
pages showed the wrong picture
for XYZ Machine Tools’ new
commercial director, Trevor Hareld
(above), we instead showed a
picture of Ben Warren (below),
who has taken up a position with
the company recently, taking on
the role of area sales manager.
Apologies to both.

T W Ward CNC Machinery (Ward
CNC) has appointed Alistair
Macdonald to the position of area
business manager. He will cover the
South East area for the company.
https://is.gd/ecehur

www.machinery.co.uk

Partnering with OTT-Jakob, Gewefa UK has developed a ‘kit of parts’ for those
involved in machine tool spindle maintenance and servicing.
https://is.gd/jiduto

Chase2Mill cutter gets more inserts

https://is.gd/ezetuc

Magnetic clamping balls offer workholding freedom
Manufacturers, engineers and machinists can now freely position and hold
workpieces on large surfaces, thanks to Norelem’s newly-developed magnetic
clamping balls. https://is.gd/tiyoda

Plasma torches can rotate 360° while leads stay put

Supplier group the Manufacturing
Assembly Network (MAN) has set
its sights on taking a share of the
expected £300bn spend on vehicle
electrification.
https://is.gd/eretip

Master Abrasives has installed an
Alex Machine Tools’ NH-500 surface
grinding machine at its showroom
located in Daventry.
https://is.gd/zolike

Spindle servicing kit, Power Check

First introduced to the UK two years ago, the TaeguTec Chase2Mill series of endmill tools is being extended with the arrival of two additional insert designations.

Protolabs has introduced detailed
measurement and inspection
reporting, the first part of the
company’s in-house secondary
services offering across Europe.
https://is.gd/epikax

A retired Silicon Valley CEO whose
life was changed by an
apprenticeship has thrown his full
support behind the 2019 AMRC
Training Centre’s Apprentice of the
Year ceremony.
https://is.gd/ucugih

Newly-developed towers have been
introduced by Roemheld UK for
clamping multiple workpieces on the table or pallet of horizontal machining
centres. https://is.gd/piniha

Three new torch sleeves for XPR plasma cutting torches and lead sets are now
available from Hypertherm. Torch and lead sets remain axially fixed while the torchholding device rotates 360°. https://is.gd/gadumo

New automation for LVD laser profilers
Dugard has appointed Colin
Thomson as product sales manager
for Hanwha. He will be tasked with
managing the range of Hanwha
sliding-head turning centres
throughout the UK.
https://is.gd/idolam
Rhodes Interform, the Group
Rhodes business that
specialises in bespoke
composite and
metalforming
machinery, has
expanded its team
with the
appointment of
three service
engineers to enhance
its customer service.
https://is.gd/uhumiy

@MachineryTweets March 2019

New automation offerings are available for LVD’s Phoenix FL 4020 and Phoenix FL
6020 large-format fibre laser cutting machines, including options for an automated
load/unload system and a range of Compact Tower (CT-L) solutions for the Phoenix
FL 4020. https://is.gd/uyogog

Power-skiving tool for one-hit gear component manufacture
A new power skiving solution comprising CoroMill 178 and CoroMill 180 cutters
from Sandvik Coromant will help automotive manufacturers complete gear and
spline components in one set-up. https://is.gd/jawuzu

IEMCA bar feeder supports unattended running
A new IEMCA bar feeder maximises productivity during unattended
turning and mill-turning of larger diameter components in singlespindle, fixed-head lathes. https://is.gd/ihafat

Entry-level Okuma 5-axis machining centre
The Okuma Genos M460V-5AX is an entry-level 5-axis machining
centre for workpieces up to 600 mm in diameter and 400 mm in
height (machined part, left). https://is.gd/sayidu
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Andrew Allcock takes a look at the Production Software business of Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence, explaining the product landscape and top-level thinking, following an interview with the
new organisation’s CEO, Steve Sivitter

T

he news in January that Hexagon AB’s
Manufacturing Intelligence division has gathered
together its manufacturing software products/
activities within a business called Production Software
(https://is.gd/aruhes) is really the culmination of a
process that has been underway since CADCAM
software specialist Vero was acquired by Hexagon in
August 2014.
This new business incorporates the Vero software
offering, Germany’s FASys, acquired in 2017, and now
France’s Spring Technologies (NCSIMUL), which was
snapped up late last year. The new grouping takes in
more than 800 employees located in 15 countries.
(Sweden-headquartered Hexagon AB, incidentally, has
some 20,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales
of around €3.8bn – €1.9bn and 10,700 employees for
Industrial Enterprise Solutions that includes metrology
hardware plus design, simulation, production,
production-related and metrology software.)
The Production Software business brings together a
large number of software products within the production
area (see table, p12). There are also products closely
associated with production on both the design side and
metrology side, however, but which do not fall within the
new business yet help demonstrate the broad thinking
within Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence and the
building of a manufacturing technology ecosystem of
connected technologies.
As Steve Sivitter, CEO of the Production Software

10

business, explained in an interview with Machinery last
month, the areas of duplication in development and
product functionality that existed as software has been
acquired have been, or are being, addressed through
establishing centres of focus for certain technology
areas, allied with “componentisation” that sees the
various software products make use of common
technology elements. CAD was an early one – there were
four teams working on this technology area, while 3-axis
machining technology development similarly had multiple
teams. A single licencing platform is also now a feature.
So, the move to a Production Software business is
really formal acknowledgment of the close working
relationships that already existed, as Sivitter highlighted
in the official announcement of the formation of the
operation in January.
“Our technology experts from Vero, FASys and Spring
have been working very closely for some time, so
operating together as a single entity is a natural step for
us. We’re all excited at the prospect of what’s possible
now, creating innovative manufacturing intelligence
solutions in the production software space.”
He underlines that the product names and brands will
not be disappearing, and that while use of common
components will grow, this does not mean that, for
example, one single CAM system will be the outcome.
“In fact, what we are doing today is securing
development for the next 10-20 years. If you look around
our industry, many products are very old; their

March 2019 www.machinery.co.uk
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Breadth, depth,
interconnection

LEAD FEATURE HEXAGONÕS PRODUCTION SOFTWARE BUSINESS EXPLAINED

architecture is old and they do not use state-of-the-art
technology. We really decided to tackle this and build
architecture that will take us forward, allowing us to keep
delivering better and better versions of our individual
products.”
Speaking about the increasing breadth that
acquisitions have given the company more generally,
Sivitter says: “We have had ambitions for quite some
time not to be just a CADCAM company; not that there is
anything wrong with that. But if we look at our customers
today, regardless of which product, they are buying more
and more technology around the shopfloor. We asked
ourselves, seeing our customers buy other technologies,
‘why don’t we supply that technology?’ But we are very
open about this and look at whether we have the time
and resources to develop something, or whether we
should partner with another expert, or whether we should
acquire a company.” Clearly acquisitions have been a
main route.
Explaining the FASys acquisition, he says that “some
didn’t get it”, but adds: “If you think about a machine
tool today, if I spend half a million pounds on a machine,
that is indeed a great deal of money. But if you think
about the value of the tooling that you will use on the
machine over its lifetime, that half a million is a rounding
error. The consumables that a machine tool uses are
where the real costs are and there are many companies
out there that could save a great deal of money by better
managing their inventory of tooling.”
More than that though, he says that if a company
wishes to introduce any level of automated programming,
they have got to know where tools are, on what
machines and with what tool life remaining to realise
that. FASys is one of only a handful of major players in
the market that, although it has just 20 employers,
boasts some major global customers.

fashion to that argued already, the existing machine
simulation capabilities in Edgecam could be replaced,
while still leaving NCSIMUL as a product that is offered
as it is now. (It should also be mentioned that the tool
management activities of NCSIMUL [NCSIMUL Tool] and
FASys are being blended.) This componentisation
approach has already seen PC-DMIS NC incorporated
within Edgecam as Edgecam Inspect, incidentally.
As well as enhancing existing products in this way, the
new additions can do it more broadly. Sivitter specifically
cites the machine digital twin capability that NCSIMUL
offers. “If we can really understand the machine tool,
what it is capable of and how it is performing, then we
can potentially program it more efficiently. Our Waveform
machining has already taken 30-40% off machining time
but imagine how much we could take off if we really
know how the machine is behaving, how much more
efficiency we can create in the toolpath.” (Another recent
Hexagon acquisition, that of Etalon, whose technology
supports machine tool calibration/error mapping, may
also have a part to play here, he adds, but that
technology sits within Hexagon’s metrology activity.)
Apart from such technical benefits, the acquisitions
also deliver others. For both FASys and NCSIMUL, new
customers are added, opening doors that were
previously closed. This is certainly true in the case of
NCSIMUL, where large OEM customers are now part of
the market for the Vero team in the UK that was
historically much SME-focused. Efforts with FASys, which
similarly has large OEM customers, are still mainly
centred in Germany, but the product will be taken wider,
Sivitter reveals.

Steve Sivitter,
CEO of Hexagon
Manufacturing
Intelligence’s
Production
Software business

By bringing best
technologies
together, the
scope for even
more efficient
toolpaths is
opened up

BUILD ON THE BEST
FASys will play its part in the Production Software
business’ component/function sharing approach that is
now encapsulated within a ‘good, better, best’ approach
to the incorporation of functionality from one product
within another at a level that does not compromise
either. In the case of FASys, while Edgecam, for example,
has a tool library/management capability, the thinking
now is that it could include ‘FASys-lite’, replacing the
existing function and related development effort –
WorkNC is also mentioned as a FASys-lite adopter. That
is the ‘good’ end. At the same time, FASys technology
would also be offered just as it was before, at levels of
‘better’ and ‘best’. (FASys also has a machine activity
feedback element, not just tool management,
incidentally.)
In the case of the most recent acquisition, Spring
Technologies’ NCSIMUL purchased last July, in similar
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LELEAD FEATURE HEXAGONÕS PRODUCTION SOFTWARE BUSINESS EXPLAINED

Hexagon’s
Production
Software
business is all
about efficient
production –
it’s strategy is
becoming more
clear

The grander technical vision within Hexagon across all
its business areas is the Autonomous Connected
Ecosystem (ACE). In the company’s other areas, this
means connected smart cities and autonomous vehicles,
for example, but in manufacturing it can be considered
more against a changing mix of skills and technologies
brought to bear on a given task. For a manual machine
tool, the skill is all in the person. With computerised
tasks, such as NC programming, more and more
capability can be built into the computer, with the
systems made more and more easy to use and faster to
learn. Such a CAM system still requires some
appropriate machining knowledge, however. But as the
scarcity of skills/technical knowledge grows, the
systems have to become more and more automatic and
intelligent to become autonomous.
More automation in the NC program creation process
is already required from Hexagon’s Production Software
business, its CEO says, because global customers want

uniformity to support global manufacturing decisionmaking. It is being delivered. But take that on further to
a world where there aren’t enough skilled people and
where products/assemblies are highly complex, and
systems that are easy to use or automatic aren’t good
enough. They must be intelligent and autonomous,
requiring very little or no skill. “That is something that we
have to aim towards,” concludes the new production
software operation’s head, adding that it will also
demand tight interconnection between such things as
tool management and CAM, not a loose interface.
And while the Production Software business might
itself be considered a growing, interconnected
ecosystem, it is part of a larger manufacturing
technology ecosystem taking in Hexagon’s metrology
business, whose equipment provides production process
feedback that can affect upstream production software
processes. This big picture is taking on more and more
clarity as the acquisitions and developments add up. ■

Production Software business product portfolio
CADCAM
Alphacam – a solution for the woodworking, stone and metal
industries
Cabinet Vision – CADCAM for cabinet making and millwork,
incorporating 3D design, rendering, estimates, material requirements
and CNC toolpath creation
Edgecam – production-oriented CAM solution with associative CAD
integration, automation tools and extensive programming
functionality for milling, turning and mill-turn machines
Machining Strategist – a powerful 3D and 3+2 CAM application
that generates optimum, high speed CNC toolpaths from models
generated by all major 3D CAD systems
NCSIMUL – machine tool/machining digital twin that virtually builds
the real-life machining environment to help avoid errors, decrease
set-up times and allow switching of CNC programs between
machines
PEPS – a suite of specialist CAM technologies for wire EDM, multiaxis laser and rotary-axis tube cutting
Radan – CADCAM solution for the sheet metal fabrication industry,
with 2D and 3D design, part nesting, punching, profiling, bending,
production control and cost estimation
SMIRT – powerful viewing, CAM and die planning software solution
designed explicitly for the automotive stamping process
Surfcam – capable of creating efficient and reliable 2D through to
5-axis milling toolpaths
VISI – a solution for the design and manufacture of moulds and
dies, incorporating surface and solid modelling, plastic flow analysis,
sheet metal development, 3D tool design and comprehensive 2D-,
3D- and 5-axis milling strategies
WorkNC – a highly automated multi-axis CAM software for complex
surface or solid models, suited to both shopfloor and programming
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office environments, it provides reliable, efficient, easy-to-program
cutter paths delivering high productivity and safety

ERP/Production control
Javelin – a flexible, scalable and intelligent production planning and
control system
Workplan – manufacturing software solutions, from project
management to ERP, which enables custom manufacturers, projectbased and make-to-order firms automate and manage processes
such as job costing, quotations, sales order processing, planning,
quality, time, purchasing and stock management
Other Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence software

CAD/CAE
Forming Technologies – provides software solutions for the design,
feasibility and costing of sheet metal components
MSC Software – simulation software technology that enables
engineers to validate and optimise designs using virtual prototypes

Metrology
PC-DMIS – measurement software that comes in a variety of flavours
that link to CMMs, measurement arms and more, but included are
‘production side’ packages PC-DMIS NC and PC-DMIS EDM preset &
Measure. The former supports in-process metrology on CNC
machines (it is the basis for Edgecam Inspect), while the latter is
software for performing presetting tasks and for quality control on
electrodes and workpieces
Etalon – solutions that continuously monitor and initiate
compensation of machine tools, measuring machines, robots and
structures to ensure the dimensional accuracy of manufactured parts
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING MACHINE TOOL BUILDER ADVANTAGES
DMG Mori was clear about its
message: it is a global partner,
with 150,000 customers
around the world and 4,500
employees in sales & service

Volume & consistency
At the annual DMG Mori Pfronten, Bavaria, Open House event in January this year (see also last issue,
p14), the company’s powder-bed additive manufacturing technology was promoted via a major presence.
Andrew Allcock reports

D

MG Mori has, in recent years, been a
keen promoter and developer of its
blown-powder/laser-melted 3D printing
technology (direct energy deposition – DED)
that is based on a vertical machining centre
platform design – Lasertec 3D (additive
manufacturing only) and Lasertec 3D hybrid
(combined additive manufacturing and
machining) versions. The company has been
active in this field since 2013. But with the
acquisition in 2017 of the majority of fellow
German company ReaLizer, it entered the
powder-bed, selective laser melting (SLM)
area of additive manufacturing (AM). At the
January event, the technology was shown
prominently.
The ReaLIzer name has now disappeared
from prominent machine branding, with DMG
Mori-style colours and style now to the fore –
although ReaLizer GmbH is still a separate
company. Importantly, the display took place
against a large backdrop message of ‘Global
Partner for Additive Manufacturing’. For while
technology was highlighted, this commercial
message, and what underpins it, is key.
Talking to Machinery at the event, ReaLizer
managing director Mathias Wolpiansky said
that the company was aiming to build
machines in high volume this year: “We are
aiming at 100 machines this year, roughly,”
he says, while DMG Mori AG CEO Christian
Thoenes said that the company would reach
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the 100 figure “very fast”. (The scale of this
ambition can be gauged by the fact that
currently there are some 200 ReaLizer
machines in the market, those having been
installed since the 1990s.) This desire is
underpinned by an existing customer base of
150,000, with some 700 salesmen able to
spread the word, with 4,500 employees in
both sales and service – “All of the clients we
want to have access to, we already have
access to,” Wolpiansky underlines.
And the latest ReaLizer machine, the
Lasertec 30 SLM 2nd Generation, was voted
the ‘top innovation’ in 2018 by DMG Mori
area sales managers, demonstrating their
interest in the technology. (New at the show
was the Lasertec 12 SLM – see box, p16.)

VOLUME BUILD AMBITION
This volume AM machine desire is built on
DMG Mori’s already established volume
production of traditional metalcutting machine
tools, and that is something that Wolpiansky
highlighted as a missing ingredient in typical
AM machine build. “We are not where we
want to be, as regards machine-to-machine
consistency, like what we have with turning or
milling machines, where we have the same
accuracy world-wide. This is not currently the
status of the SLM technology. The reason is
that SLM technology was developed by
physicists who were more concerned about
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the optics, the lasers and the process itself,
rather than the surrounding machinery and
the machinery competence. Large companies
that want to build high volumes of parts
cannot accept any variation between
machines. This is one of the drivers why DMG
Mori bought ReaLIzer, because we have the
application and process knowledge and DMG
Mori the machine building competence, and
they wanted to bring this together.” DMG Mori
CEO Thoenes added: “We want to bring more
professionalism to this industry.” In addition,
Wolpiansky underlines DMG Mori’s global
footprint, which delivers a strength that few, if
any, AM players can claim. (This global
machine tool builder approach is a route
being trodden by Germany’s Trumpf, too.)
DMG Mori’s AM centre of operations is
located at its Bielefeld location in northern
Germany, where lathe assembly takes place,
but there are five applications centres
established to support its global hopes –
Chicago, Tokyo, Shanghai and two in
Germany.
Turning to the AM technology and
ReaLizer’s advantages here, complementing
the existing benefits such as the rePLUG
powder cartridge system (see box, p16) is a
more recent addition in the form of software
from an acquired Indian company, Intech.
DMG Mori AG (the Germany-listed part of
Japan-headquartered DMG Mori) took a 30%
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stake in the operation last November. The
company’s Optomet software is described by
Sridhar Balaram, CEO of Intech, as “a gamechanger for the whole additive manufacturing
market”. And of critical importance, it is not
only useful for the ReaLizer SLM machines,
but also for direct energy deposition and
binder jetting style AM units.
Optomet automatically calculates optimal
process parameters for materials, freeing
machine users from machine and material
suppliers in the sense that they have freedom
of choice of material type for any AM
machine. But how did this Indian firm come to
develop this software? Well, it is an AM
subcontracting operation, India’s first, using
machines from multiple suppliers and whose
roots are in material science (castings, heat
treatment), while it has also served the Indian
aerospace industry. The software’s database
has been built empirically – choosing process
parameters, building parts, measuring
properties and refining parameters as many
times as necessary. Optomet’s capability is
what lies behind DMG Mori’s AM catch line of
“First time right”.
Explains Wolpiansky: “Typically when you
get a machine, you are processing a certain
material and, say, you want to build a
toolholder, so you will need laser parameters
and normally you will have to pay the machine
supplier for those parameters. Our philosophy
is that you buy a licence and you have access
to our materials and to the laser parameters.
We currently have titanium, aluminium,
Inconel, tool steel and stainless steel, and

All images: Andrew Allcock
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Mathias Wolpiansky with the award –
the Lasertec 30 SLM 2nd Generation
was voted the ‘top innovation’ in 2018
by DMG Mori area sales managers
their alloys, in the database [users get new
alloys of existing material groups for free].
So, if you are not sure what you will print
tomorrow, our advice is buy an Optomet
licence. You then feed in data about material,
laser power and layer thickness, push the
button and you get the necessary laser
parameters.”
For companies that have a requirement to
process materials that are not currently part
of the database, Optomet Advanced can
support this by allowing users to specify the
material constituents and the machine (not
just DMG Mori models).
In addition to Optomet, ReaLizer already
has CELOS control-based software
capabilities of RDesigner (CAM programming
directly on the machine control) and HEATCalculation (patented calculation of mass
distribution and automatic adjustment of all
laser parameters for highest component

DMG Mori AG CEO Christian Thoenes
said the company would reach the
ﬁgure of 100 SLM machines made a
year “very fast”
quality). The SLM machines also boast
camera-based process monitoring of the
build, of course.
DMG Mori is the sole global agent for
Optomet software, which was previously
purely an internal tool for Intech, and so does
not limit itself to only supplying it for use with
its own technology. “We sell Optomet to the
entire industry and have seen strong interest
from powder suppliers. There is no other
software like it from anybody,” underlines
Wolpiansky.
The Pfronten event made clear that DMG
Mori has a clear ambition to deliver the
complete AM process chain technologically
and to do so with AM machines made in high
volume and built to the same standards as
its metalcutting machines. By achieving this,
the metal AM process and its availability will,
it seems safe to suggest, have been moved
into a new phase. ■

The Lasertec 12 SLM – new capabilities build on differentiated technology
The unit has a 125 by 125 by 200 mm (X, Y, Z) build volume (the
SLM 30 has 300 by 300 by 300 mm) and is for high precision
building of 3D parts, having a focus diameter of only 35 micron. This
is the smallest available in industrial machines, says Wolpiansky, and
means that fine geometries can be built, particularly thin walls for
medical applications, down to 65 micron thick. In its SLM 30, a spot
size of 70-100 micron operates – typical for the industry, he says.
Application-specific fibre laser sources from 200 W, as standard,
to 400 W, optional, are offered, and optimised shield gas volume
flow offers highest component quality with minimum argon gas
consumption, the company says. Individual adjustment of all
machine settings and process parameters, as well as unrestricted
selection of material supplier, are features. And it boasts ReaLizer’s
rePLUG, a sealed, closed-loop powder cartridge technology with
integrated powder-recycling that is wheeled into position and linked
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to the main machine body in plug-and-play manner. “This is different
from competitors, who have peripherals alongside the machine.
Ours is all in the machine frame, in a compact design, giving all the
functionality that you need to print parts,” Wolpiansky says.
And with a one material per rePLUG unit approach,
contamination-free change between different materials in less than
two hours is possible. This is because all the elements that come
into contact with the material -– pumps, tubes etc – are part of the
powder cartridge; only the machine’s build chamber and the recoater (powder spreader) need be cleaned/changed. Other AM
systems may take from 12-24 hours, it is said. “We have the
fastest material change in the industry.” And the same rePLUG units
can serve either of the two model range machines.
For the future, multi-laser, larger and fully automated machines
will be developed, Wolpiansky reveals.
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TOOLING EDGING UP PRODUCTIVITY

At T & T Precision, since
2006 every new machine
has been tooled up with
WNT tooling. Inset:
a medical component

Perfect cuts
Aerospace and medical sector work beneﬁts from Ceratizit UK &
Ireland input; riﬂe maker calls in ITC and adopts multiple Widia and
ITC cutters; engine maker slashes set-up and scrap with Rigibore
auto adjust boring system, Zenith

T

he aerospace and medical sectors
account for 90% of Cork-based T & T
Precision’s turnover and Ceratizit UK &
Ireland (https://is.gd/tovaso) has, since
2006, supported the company during its
growth. Says Victor Twohig, one of the
brothers that set up the business in 1996:
“Every new machine we have is tooled up
with WNT tooling and the two businesses
have grown alongside each other since we
started working together in 2006.”
In 2014, the company moved to its
current 32,000 ft2 Engineering Campus in
Cork and has invested heavily since then.
The company spent €400,000 to prepare
the buildings at its Campus for the machine
tool investments that followed. In the past
two years, some 12 new machine tools,
including 5-axis machining and multi-axis
turning centres, have been installed. A
further €1.5 million is planned to be spent in
the next 24 months, making a total of €3.5
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million spent so far since moving in during
2014. This investment, supported by
Enterprise Ireland and AIB bank, has been
driven by growth in the aerospace and
medical sectors that now form the majority
of the company’s work. Customers include
Boston Scientific, Stryker, Depuy Synthes,
Tornier and Thompson Aerospace
“With the arrival of these new machines,
we needed to maximise performance and
have worked closely with Jerry and Shane
from Ceratizit UK & Ireland to develop new
machining strategies, particularly trochoidal
milling and the use of their High Feed
cutters,” says Twohig.
Ceratizit UK & Ireland’s technical sales
engineer Jerry Warren and applications
engineer Shane O’Donnell are, between
them, on-site virtually once a week. Says
Finbar Twohig: “We work with customers
from the very early stages of product
development, so it is good to have the
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expertise of Jerry and Shane on-hand to look
at initial tooling requirements, then when we
come to production volumes we work
together to target improved cycle times and
tool life.
“As we increase our involvement with the
aerospace sector, this is becoming ever
more important, as we have to be
competitive to win and retain business. For
us to achieve our goals, in terms of
business growth, our prices to customers
have to reduce, but we also need to remain
profitable, so we work hard with our
suppliers, such as Ceratizit UK & Ireland.
There is no hiding, particularly in aerospace,
if you can make it quicker and for less, you’ll
win the business.”
With turnover at T & T Precision growing
by over 100% over the past three years,
spend on cutting tools has increased and
part of Ceratizit UK & Ireland’s remit is to
manage that spend by introducing new,
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TOOLING EDGING UP PRODUCTIVITY

Robert Nibbs’ company makes more
than 50 riﬂes every year; ITC tooling has
become pivotal. Inset: aluminium riﬂe
bodies machined with ITC end-mills

improved tooling that keeps the tooling
budget under control and, in many
instances, reduces it.
Says Jerry Warren: “We have to strike a
balance between improved productivity and
ensuring tooling costs remain at an
acceptable level for all of our customers.
The role myself and Shane play is to make
things work better, ensure the right tools are
being used in the right application. The
reporting from the vending machines assists
in this, as we can monitor usage closely
across all of the shifts operated at T & T
Precision, while achieving the right balance
between performance and cost.”

ITC HITS THE TARGET FOR RIFLE MAKER
In Somerset, Robert Nibbs is leaning on
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC – https://
is.gd/etamit) for support at his small
business that designs, manufactures, builds
and sells high-end target and professional
rifles. Since joining his first rifle club at the
age of 14, NIbbs has immersed himself in
the sport, representing Team GB during his
career, and for the last 26 years he has
been making rifles of distinction and
precision. His company makes more than
50 rifles each year; they are accurate up to
2,000 yards.
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At the end of 2017, Nibbs was
experiencing tool life issues when
producing a component from 303 stainless
steel. Existing solid carbide end-mills were
struggling to cope with the skin on the
stainless and the intermittent machining
process. Applying an existing solid carbide
end-mill, the small business could only
produce 25 parts prior to tool failure.
Recalling the introduction of ITC cutting tools
after a visit to the company’s MACH
exhibition stand, Nibbs says: “I was familiar
with the ITC brand and I made an enquiry via
their website. They came in to review the
stainless steel components and we haven’t
looked back since. The ITC engineers initially
trialled the Widia M1200HF high-feed facemill, but this was a little too aggressive for
the machine parameters. We moved to the
Widia M200 button-insert end-mills and the
results have been exceptional.”
The 40 mm diameter Widia M200 button
mill cutter with WP25-PM grade inserts
instantly ramped up productivity and
decreased tooling costs. Says ITC’s Matt
White: “The M200 increased the feed rate
from 0.1 mm/tooth to 0.3 mm/tooth,
cutting the cycle times by more than 50%.
For all of his machining processes, Robert
would use the Microloc [https://is.gd/oranut]
workholding system to set-up to 20 parts in
a single cycle; the M200 slashed the cycle
time from over one hour to 35 minutes. This
would give Robert valuable time to leave the
machine to run while he moved to other
tasks, knowing that the tooling would finish

the cycle intact.”
Tool costs and changeovers were
drastically reduced, as White recalls: “The
solid carbide end-mills would need to be
replaced after 30 components. The 40 mm
diameter M200 with four insert seats has
six-edged double-sided inserts with a
location lug for precision indexing. This
reduced tool changeovers and set-ups
drastically, but more important were the
reduced tooling costs. Each edge of the
inserts could achieve the same performance
as the previous solid carbide end-mill; but
with 12 edges, the M200 is 12 times more
cost efficient. Machining to a 2 mm depth of
cut, we suggested that Robert use the Widia
M1200 for finishing operations. Applying a
0.2 mm depth of cut, the M1200 has
machined over 300 parts, without him
changing an insert edge to date.”
This success saw Nibbs trial other ITC
tools, with a Widia 49N9 solid carbide threeflute rougher replacing solid carbide
end-mills from two well-known brands for
profiling pockets in 6082-T6 grade chassis
sections on a Haas VF2-SSYT 3-axis
machining centre (https://is.gd/ajenug).
Explains Nibbs: Tom Lindley, the area
sales engineer for Tamworth-based ITC,
suggested running the Widia 49N9 at
12,000 rpm and just shy of 8 m/min at full
24 mm depth of cut with a 10 mm step-over;
each parameter at least 50% greater than
the previous tools. I was very apprehensive,
but the Widia tool cut through the aluminium
like a hot knife through butter. Processing
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An engine maker is seeing major
beneﬁts with Rigibore’s ActiveEdge
boring tools combined with automatic
adjustment system Zenith

the roughing operation at double the speed
and feed parameters of the previous tools,
and with manageable chip size, the Widia
49N9 contributed to reducing the overall
cycle time of rifle butt components. This
high speed machining reduced the chassis
blank from 4.1 kg to 1.7 kg in just 75
seconds.”
The company has also introduced ITC
2041 and 2052 solid carbide square-end
tools, as well as the 3041, 3051, 2201 and
3081 corner radius end-mills on aluminium
parts. Nibbs again: “We used to
manufacture aluminium thumb wheel
adjustors in three minutes with our previous
tooling supplier and machine, but the
investment in the Haas machining centre,
and by introducing ITC’s 3081 radius end
mill for profiling the thumb wheels, we
reduced the cycle time to 45 seconds, a
75% cycle time improvement. Likewise, the
three-flute 20 mm diameter 3051 Series
with 0.5 mm radius and the 10 mm
diameter 3041Series with a 3 mm radius
have both made similar improvements on a
scope stand project while generating
excellent surface finishes.”
Further ITC solutions include: ITC’s 4777
solid carbide end-mill for all stainless steel
parts; Widia VDS Series drills for hole
making; and the TTMM range of ITC Mini
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Threadmills.
Concludes the firearm maker: “The rifles
consist of over 30 major components and a
huge variety of smaller parts. There is a
complete range of rifle variants, with three
different stock configurations for a variety of
action types, and then surface finish options
and colours. The completely modular rifles
consist of over 63 million different
combinations – and ITC has a solution for
machining every component.”

AUTOMATIC, PRECISION ADJUSTMENT
At a leading engine manufacturer that was
looking to reduce both machine down-time
and scrap, Rigibore’s (https://is.gd/onejew)
fully automated boring tool compensation
system, Zenith, is delivering benefits, allied
to the company’s ActiveEdge line bars.
Zenith is able to automatically make
adjustments to an accuracy of one micron
on diameter.
Rigibore’s solution was to produce line
boring bars with five semi-finish cartridges
set 0.1 mm below nominal to allow five
ActiveEdge finish cartridges to machine all
journals in a single pass. The ActiveEdge
line-bars were automatically compensated to
nominal from data provided by offline
gauging that was transferred to the machine
control as part of Rigibore’s closed-loop

system, Zenith.
Prior to installing the solution, the
customer carried out verification checks to
confirm Rigibore’s confidence that each
cartridge could be independently adjusted in
increments of 0.001 mm on diameter. With
that confirmed, an extended live cutting trial
was next. The trial took place on a twinspindle machining centre, with each spindle
machining 946 crankshaft bores over the
24-hour period of the trial, so 1,892 in total.
Over that 24-hour period, not a single bore
was out of tolerance, thanks to ActiveEdge’s
intervention. The finished bores had a mean
diameter of 52.965 mm with a tolerance of
± 0.015mm. Within the test period, bore
sizes showed a variance of just two microns.
The previous solution involving two linebars running on a multi-spindle CNC saw
adjustments made by the operator entering
the machine with a dial indicator and
adjusting each individual cutting edge
manually. Once adjustments were
completed on all 10 cutting edges, these
parts were machined, measured with a bore
gauge and checked for size. Often, several
cartridges would need further tweaking to
reach the desired tolerance. The tool setting
process was time consuming, requiring
skilled operators to make adjustments
based on a ‘trial and error’ approach. The
process of ensuring nominal size before the
production run was taking on average 45
minutes. Rigibore’s Zenith allows automatic,
individual cutting edge compensations to be
made with the tool located anywhere in the
machine, completing the setting process
after an insert change within a matter of
minutes.
Underlines Rigibore’s chairman, Roger
Bassett: “At present, Rigibore is the only
company capable of making fully automatic
adjustments to multiple cutting edges on
the same boring bar to one micron on
diameter.” ■
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Easy made easier
Getting its ﬁrst public outing last month at Southern Manufacturing on the the brand new XYZ RMX 3500
turret mill (pictured, right) was the new ProtoTRAK RMX control – a turning model unit, RLX, is also
available. We highlight some of the new systems' main innovations

“T

he original ProtoTRAK control took
the market by storm when it was
first introduced and has continued
to evolve. The latest generation ProtoTRAK RX
controls continue that evolution with new and
innovative ways of reducing programming and
cycle times, yet maintain the original concept
of ProtoTRAK to make things as simple and
easy to use as possible, a concept that has
seen ProtoTRAK-controlled machines continue
to make up a high proportion of our sales,”
says Nigel Atherton, managing director, XYZ
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha).
“At the start of the development process,
we spoke to customers and asked what they
wanted to see from ProtoTRAK – 95% of what
was listed has come to fruition in the RX
ProtoTRAK controls.”
Central to the new ProtoTRAK control is its
15.6” touchscreen that puts all of the
control’s advantages at users’ fingertips. That
aside, functionality remains familiar, making
the switch for existing users straightforward.
There are two versions: RLX, for lathes,
and the RMX milling variant. Some of the
highlighted features are:
● For both versions, Enhanced ProtoTRAK
Assistance (EPA) provides instant access to
in-depth help for users at any point in the

programming/operating procedure. This
addresses the change in skill sets, where
traditional mechanical skills with limited
technology knowledge are being reversed;
the next generation having possibly lower
levels of engineering/metalcutting experience,
but higher computer skills.
● RMX controls include an Auto Geometry
Engine (AGE) and in-built machining strategies
that deliver advanced performance benefits
with a simple touch of the screen. Where an
intersection or tangent point is unknown,
AGE’s ‘Tap to Guess’ feature calculates the
dimension data. AGE can be used in both
profiles and pockets, with the RMX able to
machine pockets with an unlimited number of
islands located inside their boundaries.
Aligned with pocket machining, a range of
machining strategies can be called on. AGE
will become a feature on RLX models, too.
● For RMX, Adaptive Toolpath can drastically
reduce cycle times on complex milling cycles.
The user can
set a default for
ProtoTRAK to
use Parallel

Toolpath (programming parallel to the axis),
Offset Toolpath (a best fit scenario, that starts
small and works out to the full scale of the
feature) or Adaptive (that acts like a postprocessor to generate the optimum toolpath).
A ‘Look’ function shows the programmed
toolpath and gives an estimated cycle time to
ensure the most efficient method has been
selected. ‘Verify’ shows a solid 3D-rendered
representation.
● Both mill and lathe controls can import DXF
files as before, but importing is streamlined,
eliminating the need for supplementary
software and a connected mouse. A further
development is the ability to mix DXF and
manual programming during program
generation, giving the user total flexibility,
all of which is facilitated by the touchscreen.
Demonstrations at XYZ’s showrooms or
onsite are available. ■

 Swipe to Navigate, Tap to Enter – move easily
through programs by swiping as the line drawing
shows users which event they are viewing. Tap to
select the data that requires input or alteration
▼

Enhanced ProtoTRAK Assistance in a Flyout
Window provides help on demand
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CNC NEW GENERATION PROTOTRAK CONTROL

▼

Flyout Windows – tap on an Info Key
and a Flyout Window appears; tap again
and it's back to the original screen.
Flyout menus present relevant
information, such as tool tables,
machine status, calculators and
default setting values

 Feeds & speeds don't need to be
perfect, graphical overrides allow
adjustments to be made easily

▼

 Zoom, pan or rotate drawings and 3D
models using gestures on the touchscreen

Default values are stored for regularly
used machining operations; users can teach
the ProtoTRAK RMX their machining style
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CADCAM & PRODUCTION IT AUTOMATION & EFFICIENCY

Jason George (inset),
IT and facilities manager at
Nottinghamshire-based sheet
metal subcontractor Lasershape,
says that its Radan system’s
ROI looks likely to be achieved
within two-and-a-half months of
starting to use it

Workﬂow wonders
’Workﬂow’ is a word increasingly used in relation to a series of processes required to deliver an
output. Most usually this relates to software and here we proﬁle two companies that have invested in
technology that improves such workﬂow in the production environment

A

fleet of four laser cutters and two
waterjets is now being driven by
Radan (https://is.gd/neligi) software,
following an intensive three months of
development, trials, tests and training at
subcontractor Lasershape.
Jason George, IT and facilities manager
at the Nottinghamshire-based sheet metal
subcontractor, says that the system’s ROI
looks likely to be achieved within
two-and-a-half months of starting to use it.
Manufacturing components primarily for
the general engineering, aerospace, rail
and automotive industries, Lasershape’s
core products are laser cut, folded and
powder coated, with some assembly, where
required.
George has been implementing a series
of measures over the last two years, aimed
at driving down costs, and felt that the
company’s CADCAM package was an area
of concern. “The system was very manual,
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and although we had a project with our
supplier who was trying to automate it,
we simply couldn’t rely on the results it was
producing and had to have an operative
watching over it, which defeated the
object.”
In explaining Radan’s benefits, he says:
“We use around £400,000-worth of
material a month and with the previous
CADCAM package our scrap rate was
around 20-30%. We compared a trial we ran
through Radan with what our production
team had actually sent to the shopfloor
after making manual changes to improve
the nest from the previous system, and it
still reduced wastage by approximately
15%.”
The reason for every scrapped part is
logged and he says that poor sequencing
was the biggest single cause under the old
system. “With the large number of parts
that we produce, it’s impossible to go
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through each nest and manually select the
cutting sequence, we have to rely on
automation. We ran the same job through
Radan – I even tried to trick it, but it was
much better at getting out of areas without
crashing the head.
“Radan is not just about speeding our
processes up, it’s all about accuracy, both
in terms of the cutting sequence and the
finished component.”
Another test involved a production job of
400+ runs of 3 mm aluminium parts. “This
particular job had ‘head collision’ written all
over it. But Radan cut each sheet 52
minutes faster than the old system, with no
collisions. When I looked at the code, I saw
this was because Radan was able to cut at
full speed, while the other software applied
slower cutting conditions for small features.
This could save us considerable time.”
In another example, Radan saved over five
hours, compared to previous nests, which,
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Efﬁcient nesting is just part of the story at Lasershape
he says, represents shaving a full minute
off each part.
Having built a number of apps around
Radan to meet its own specific
requirements, Lasershape benefits from
two-way communication between CADCAM
and its Epicor production control software
(the apps, developed with the help of
Radan, use Radan’s application
programming interface – API – to automate
it’s features). Says George: “We’ve
customised the main menus inside Radan
and linked them to our own Lasershape
menus. This is helpful, right from when we
receive an initial inquiry, in that we can
see, at a glance, how many sheets we’ll
need for the job.
“And significant benefits stem from our
new Workflow system [Radan app]. It
controls stock, live updates of programs
and remnant creation inside Radan. All this
gives us an up-to-the-minute overview of
what’s happening on the shopfloor.”
He explains that Workflow means the tasks
of marking programs as complete, and
releasing remnants in Radan, can be
performed by Android PDAs on the
shopfloor.
George also created a Part Editor
application to mass edit components.
“It automates Radan’s powerful
functionality to work on multiple parts at
the same time and means we can mass
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import DXF files and edit the data quickly.
This is particularly important, as we work on
around 20,000 live items every month and
have nearly 200,000 repeat parts in the
system.”

PUSH-BUTTON SIMPLICITY
The first task when an inquiry comes in is
to add a quote in Epicor. “We’ve got a
button in Epicor that says ‘Prepare Radan.’
This generates a quotation folder for us,
a standard project template ready for the
nester to nest in, and sub-directories for
the parts. Then we’re ready to start drawing
the part in Radan 2D. The parts are
imported and saved in the Quote Directory,
which means quoted parts don’t touch our
Master Part Library. With the previous
CADCAM system, we had a bulging part
library containing parts for jobs we didn’t
win, and never cut. So this is a huge
improvement.”
After that, Lasershape uses the Part
Editor app to set customers, materials and
machining operations, including any
required countersinking and folding. This is
followed by another customised operation,
running what it calls The Migrator, which
scans the entire project, calculates how
long each part is going to take and the
exact percentage of a sheet it will use.
“Migrator then populates all relevant fields
within Epicor. When we win the job, it’s

converted to an order, and Epicor tells
Radan which customer the parts are for,
creating directories for the project.”
The nesting team uses Workflow to
specify the parts for nesting and send them
to Radan. “It’s so simple to pull in the raw
material sheets, nest them, post them and
send them out for cutting on our Trumpf
[https://is.gd/uviboq] and Bystronic [https://
is.gd/unokom] lasers, or Flow [https://is.gd/
icifag] and Techni [https://is.gd/ikaquf]
waterjets.”
He says it’s vital that Radan drives both
cutting technologies and can work with a
variety of CNC machine tool brands. “With
Radan, we just have the one Part Library
that services all our machines; we couldn’t
have multiple part libraries for the same
components.”
Concluding, George says the Radan
trials and tests gave consistent results and
have reduced the task of producing nests
to what he calls “a simple admin role”, as
the system automatically creates efficient,
cost-saving nests. “As everything we do
now is about efficiency and data capture,
Radan is a key, integral part of the
business.”
Also keen to improve workflow is
Duckworth and Kent, a specialist in
precision-machined parts and assemblies,
taking in CNC turning and milling, wire and
spark erosion, plus surface grinding.
The Reading-based company has
customers in the nuclear, motorsport,
aerospace and oil and gas industries. It
had been looking for a workflow
management system that would operate in
conjunction with the company’s existing
MRP system, help to improve its working
processes and minimise production
bottlenecks. At the Southern Manufacturing
event in January 2018, the subcontractor
saw the T Cards Online system (https://
is.gd/gipiho) demonstrated.
The main element of a T-Card system is
that key information is held on a visible
edge of a card, which is seen when the
card is in any of multiple slots, so the eye
is drawn to that when looking for
information. The body of the T-Card holds
the detail.
T Cards Online is a cloud-based solution
that enables multiple users to quickly
access the information they need. With
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The T Cards Online system at Duckworth
and Kent “has proved to be an excellent
complement to our existing MRP system”,
the company says. Inset: the ﬁrm runs
machines such as this more effectively now

‘live’ data, any changes are immediate,
with the updated information available after
a browser refresh. All historical data can be
maintained, so it can be copied and reused
at a later date.
The system is set up with weekly (seven
columns) and annual (12 columns) T
Boards, with the standard system able to
have up to five different boards. Boards can
be configured using the Bespoke option,
and boards can be made up to 25 columns
wide and 100 slots deep (2,500 slots per
board). Side headings or tabs can be used

to identify a side index, with the number of
slots per heading defined.
Duckworth and Kent purchased five user
licences and Terry Gleeson, who heads up
the production planning department, says:
“T Cards Online gives us the ability to see
visually any bottlenecks that may be
occurring in our processes, which we were
experiencing in our inspection department.
This was a major factor in why we invested
in a workflow management system, which
has resolved these issues”.
The T Cards System features that have

been of particular benefit are, he says:
“The system enables us to see ‘virtually’
where all our current jobs are, online,
without having to see them physically in the
factory. We also really like that the system
gives multiple users involved in the process
the ability to move T Cards around the
board. T Cards Online has proved to be an
excellent complement to our existing MRP
system.” ■

CADCAM & Production IT industry & product news in brief
■ Dassault Systèmes has developed 3DExperience.Works,
a portfolio of industry-aware applications on the 3DExperience
platform that is tailored to the needs of SolidWorks customers,
and small- and mid-sized companies everywhere. 3DExperience.
Works combines social collaboration with design, simulation and
manufacturing ERP capabilities in a single digital environment to
help growing businesses become more inventive, efficient and
responsive. https://is.gd/uqurun
■ The latest generation of ProtoTRAK from XYZ Machine Tools,
the RX, has retained all the features that made the control
system popular with thousands of customers, but includes a host
of new features and benefits. (See also p24 this issue)
https://is.gd/xehabu
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■ Theorem Solutions latest Creo to JT product,V21.3, supports
Creo 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0, along with JT 10.0, and includes general
improvements to read and write functions. https://is.gd/uvodat
■ Updated versions of Jetcam’s nesting software for CNC punch
and profiling technologies, JETCAM Expert, and its automation
software, JETCAM Orders Controller (JOC). https://is.gd/lilofa
■ The latest release of Siemens NX for manufacturing introduces
new and enhanced capabilities for a wide range of applications,
such as mould and die manufacturing, production machining and
multi-axis milling. In addition, the integrated additive
manufacturing functions help users to design, prepare and print
products. https://is.gd/vaxupi
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GRINDING & SURFACE FINISHING HIGH ACCURACY SHAPES & SURFACES

Attention to detail

Gibbs Gears’
operations director
Paul Stevens with the
Klingelnberg Hoeﬂer

High precision gear grinder selects Klingelnberg Hoeﬂer tech; Rollomatic delivers time and quality
beneﬁts; ANCA & Ewag support tool grinders in both capacity and capability terms

G

ibbs Gears has installed a
Klingelnberg Hoefler Viper 500K CNC
external/internal gear grinding
machine at its Stoke Mandeville location.
The machine is able to tackle parts up to
500 mm diameter. Gibbs Gears produces a
wide range of high quality precision gears,
spline shafts, gear racks, pinions, worms
and wheels; complete gearboxes and
gearbox assemblies are also supplied. The
firm’s gear-making capabilities are backed
up by other machining capabilities that take
in CNC turning, CNC milling, CNC grinding,
CNC gear shaping, CNC helical gear shaping
and CNC hobbing.
Explaining the company’s recent
purchase, Paul Stevens, Gibbs Gears
operations director, says: “The purchase
was prompted largely by our growing
business within the Formula 1, Formula E
and other motorsport classes, it was also
driven by a significant increase in business
from the hypercar and aerospace sectors.
The common denominators between all of
these industries is their need for the highest
standards of precision and quality, the
technically challenging nature of the complex
gear geometries they specify and their
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frequent requirement for fast delivery times.
“Because of increasing business with
these demanding sectors, we recently
undertook a search for a cutting-edge gear
grinder. Although a couple of the technically
advanced gear grinding machines that we
considered ticked some of our boxes, the
only machine that delivered on all our long
list of requirements was the Klingelnberg
Hoefler Viper 500K. It also helped our
decision that many of our customers use
Klingelnberg machines and have been
delighted with their performance.
“When specifying the machine, the help
of Mark Maurice, the owner of UK
Klingelnberg Hoefler agent Micronz (https://
is.gd/ohequv), was extremely useful. Mark
also ensured the trouble-free installation of
the machine and also organised our operator
training.
“Now fully operational, in addition to
proving its ability to produce gears with the
demanding standards of precision and
quality that we require, the Klingelnberg
Hoefler Viper 500K has the speed of
operation and quick change-over
characteristics that are now improving our
productivity and also reducing our delivery
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times. As we manufacture gears in low to
medium volumes – a typical production run
would be between 20 and 200 units – the
fact that the machine is optimised for such
volumes also makes it ideal for our needs.”
The Viper 500K features multiple-wheel
technology and is suitable for the efficient
production of small- to medium-sized
batches. Users can change the grinding
technology by quickly swapping out the
grinding wheel, the grinding wheel flank and
the dressing wheel. An optional internal gear
grinding arm allows retooling and conversion
from external to internal gearing work. In
addition, the machine’s innovative axis
arrangement allows optimised 5-axis
machining in the shortest possible grinding
cycle time.
Gear-Pro operating software is said to
guarantee the convenient machining of even
the most complex of topographies and
ensures that highest manufacturing
efficiencies are achieved. Numerous contextsensitive wizards support the trouble-free
input of even the most complex of flank
topographies and profile forms. The software
boasts advanced machining strategies and
logical process sequences. Modules for
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Rollomatic technology
suits Michael Lawrence’s
Irish ﬁrm. He is seen
holding a typical part

best-fit, high speed, adaptive grinding have
been developed, while a flexible module
supports efficient wheel dressing.
Job engineering/pre-analysis allows exact
process time calculations to be made, while
3D analysis of the planned process steps is
provided, as is predictive tool wear preanalysis. 3D simulation of the simulated
flank topography and the calculation and
export of optimised tool profiles are other
software features.

ROLLOMATIC SLASHES CYCLE TIMES
At Lawrence Engineering based in Sligo,
Eire, the speciality is the low volume
manufacture of very high precision ground
components in a variety of materials,
particularly small injection mould and
extrusion tooling, with 95% of output going
to medical device manufacturers located in
Ireland.
Owner Michael Lawrence spent
£800,000 during the last year on assorted
machines, including a Rollomatic NP5
grinding machine (Advanced Grinding
Solutions, https://is.gd/noxulu), which is his
company’s biggest single machine purchase
to date. That fact is the more remarkable as
Lawrence had not heard of Swiss firm
Rollomatic until the MACH 2018 exhibition
last year.
The benefits to the Irish company are
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substantial, however. In
some cases, the machine
will reduce the time to
program and manufacture a
special tool from over 2.5 hours to just 10
minutes. Furthermore, because tools on the
Rollomatic machine are produced in a single
automatic operation from solid bar material,
highest possible precision is achieved,
as the need to manufacture parts across
several different machines, which was
previously the case, is removed.
Machine programming is said to be easy
and can be carried out offline or directly on
the grinding machine, allowing the most
complex of tools to be programmed in just
five minutes. The NP5 uses the special
design of pinch/peel grinding pioneered by
Rollomatic that allows parts with high length
to diameter ratios to be manufactured – part
lengths up to 400 times part diameter can
be ground, without deflection issues. The
machine has a working diameter range of
from 0.025 to 25 mm, with autoloading from
pallets via an integrated 3-axis robot loader
a feature. The 5-axis machine allows for
stepped diameters, angles, chamfers, flats
and even hexagonal and non-concentric cam
profiles to be ground with ease.
The machine’s software, in conjunction
with the rough and finish grinding wheels
set-up, allows users to specify multi-pass

grinding operations for roughing and/or
finishing to achieve the highest possible
level of accuracy whilst creating superior
surface finishes on tapers and radii. Size
control across large batches is within
0.002 mm on even the longest of tools, with
runout concentricity of better than 0.001
mm. Movomatic and Marposs gauges are
used for part positioning and for the postprocess automatic gauging of ground
diameters, with automatic feedback to the
Rollomatic machine’s FANUC control.
At family-owned Fraisa, the manufacture
of a complete range of solid round
tools taking in end-mills, drills and
taps is now being aided by an
ANCA TapXcell ((https://is.gd/
okiwoq
okiwoq). Specially designed
to boost productivity in the
manufacture of taps, Josef
Maushart, CEO and
president of Fraisa, explains
the background to the
investment: “We knew that
providing taps was a unique
selling proposition for us, as most
of our competitors only manufacture
end-mills and drills. However, with high
labour costs in Switzerland we needed to
incorporate automation into the
manufacturing process and that took us to
the edge of technology, as far as cutting tool
production is concerned, especially with a
complex tool like a tap.”
The classic way to grind a tap is first to
grind the flute and then, on a separate
machine, grind the thread. The ANCA
TapXcell combines these operations in a
single machine, meaning there is
opportunity to automate the entire process.
Fraisa also wanted the flexibility to
automatically change to a different product.
ANCA engineering project manager
Amelinda Ilardi worked with Fraisa and says:
“To remain competitive in high cost labour
markets like Switzerland, Fraisa wanted a
machine that could grind multiple tap types
unmanned for 50 hours. There was no
solution on the market and, having
collaborated with ANCA in the past, Fraisa
approached us to develop the technology
they needed.
“To enable the machine to run
unmanned, we needed an in-process
measurement capability to ensure grinding
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Swiss ﬁrm Fraisa has automated tap
grinding, with the aid of ANCA
stability. To do this, we designed a new
application, where the thread pitch diameter
is measured by a Renishaw MP250 touchprobe. Measuring to ±0.002 mm accuracy,
this feature is crucial, as it ensures every
batch of taps is of consistently high quality.
“Not only can the machine run unmanned
for 50 hours, it is fully connected, being
linked to Fraisa’s factory ERP system for
further efficiency and reliable production
data gains. The machine can be remotely
monitored using our RedaX product and
automatically sends notifications to keep
Fraisa’s remote staff aware of the machine’s
progress and also any issues or faults that
need to be addressed. In addition, RedaX
can be used to track the productivity and
up-time of multiple ANCA machines.”
Says Maushart: “With the change from
The grinding of complex form oil thread
inserts at Gilmour Tools is supported
by Ewag equipment
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the manned three-shift operation for five
days a week to the unmanned seven days
operation we cut costs by half. This meant
we increased the productive hours from
105, on average, to 150 per machine per
week, which will deliver serious efficiency
benefits.”
Also investing in grinding technology to
produce tooling is the UK’s Gilmour Tools,
adding to its fleet of five Ewag insert
grinders with a Compact Line insert grinding
machine (Walter Ewag UK, https://is.gd/
ulexew). Gilmour Tools specialises in the
production of a wide range of carbide inserts
for all oil threads, in many complex shapes
and in a variety of materials, alongside the
production of toolholders and blades.
According to managing director Gary
Gilmour, the new 5.5 kW/7,000 rpm

machine is ideally suited to insert grinding,
offering fast and accurate machining. Its
production capacity is not only enabling the
company to meet increasing order demands
but the machine also represents the latest
progressive upgrade to insert manufacturing
at the 10,000 ft2 factory in the west of
Scotland.

THREE-IN-ONE BENEFIT
The machine’s ‘three-in-one’ dressing unit is
highlighted as especially useful, since it
ensures grinding wheel concentricity and
high process reproducibility, plus offers
wheel dressing, regeneration and ‘crushing’
in a single package.
Capable of machining carbide, cermet,
ceramic and PCB/PCD inserts, the 6-axis
Ewag Compact Line boasts resolutions of
0.0001 mm (linear) and 0.0001° (rotary).
Depending on the clamping system, the
machine can accommodate minimum
inscribed circle diameters of 4 mm (pin
clamping) and 3 mm (indexable insert
clamping) and offers very short set-up
times.
Applying protective chamfers on inserts’
main cutting edges is ensured by the
machine’s optimised kinematics, as well as
by its C-axis. Machine downtime is
minimised by short travel distances and the
integrated 6-axis FANUC robot. Integrated
ProGrind software and the FANUC control
system enable all grinding routines to be
programmed quickly and easily via a userfriendly touchscreen panel.■
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Close-up of the
aluminium ﬁxture
on the Brother
Speedio M140X2 at
Jointmedica

Life & limb
Jointmedica selects Brother mill-turn centre; prosthetics specialist
boosts capability with Haas machines; I&G Engineering beneﬁts
from Edgecam; Shawpak favours Chiron. Steed Webzell has more
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Japan-built Brother Speedio M140X2
5-axis mill-turn centre with
22-position magazine for 30-taper
tools has been supplied by UK agent
Whitehouse Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
iyiqug) to Jointmedica, a Worcestershirebased company that carries out research
and development into the design and
manufacture of artificial knees and hips.
For the creation of prosthesis designs for
hip and knee replacements, a new R&D cell
is being established at the company’s
centre for manufacturing research in
Hallow. The facility opened two years ago
under the present management, although
Jointmedica was established back in 2008.
Managing director Terry Smith says:
“The essence of successful implant
performance is supreme quality, not only of
the materials used but the design,
manufacture and insertion of the prosthetic
during orthopaedic surgery. A case in point
is one of our projects, the Polymotion Hip
Resurfacing concept. It comprises a highly
polished femoral head – currently produced
by a partner company using a special lownickel cobalt-chrome alloy attached to the
top of the femur – which locates into a
plastic acetabular cup inserted into the
pelvis.”
Technical director Roger Ashton adds:
“Metal-on-metal hip resurfacing and hip
replacement technology has all but
disappeared globally, due to a number of
products on the market performing below
expectations and, in certain cases, causing
significant problems in patients. Some
designs with which I have been involved
continue to perform extremely well, going
on to deliver class-leading results in
thousands of satisfied patients. This
previous product familiarity provides the
basis for our ongoing development of hip
resurfacings.”
He goes on to explain that, currently, the
remaining hip resurfacing solutions are
metal-on-metal, with a number of
companies exploring the use of ceramic-onceramic articulations in an attempt to
retain the advantages of the procedure.
Jointmedica is working with Derek McMinn
and Ronan Treacy, both pioneers of hip
resurfacing implant design, and global
authorities on metal-on-metal hip
resurfacing gleaned from their
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20 years’ experience.
Together with these specialists,
Jointmedica is conducting research into the
optimal medical grade polymer to replace
the cobalt-chrome previously used for the
cup. The company believes this approach to
hip resurfacing offers significant
advantages to surgeons and, more
importantly, the patients, some
of whom receive these implants
at a relatively young age.

HIP RESURFACING TECHNOLOGY
Jointmedica identified a type of
highly cross-linked polyethylene
with a porous coating as offering
the ideal characteristics for use in
hip resurfacings. Prototypes are
undergoing exhaustive tests in the
new R&D cell. At the cell’s core is
the Brother mill-turn centre,
https://is.gd/
equipped with Blum (https://is.gd/
yeceri)) in-process gauging and tool
probing, on which simple turned
forms and complex freeform implant
shapes can be produced.
Development products can be secured
easily in an expanding collet on the torque
table of the Brother M140X2. Turning and
milling operations are then combined to
achieve the appropriate geometry, surface
texture and finish. Every completed implant
is inspected on an Axiom Too shopﬂoor
CMM from Aberlink (https://is.gd/apilex) to
confirm geometrical characteristics and
ensure dimensional accuracy.
“When we reviewed the options for the
machining element of our manufacturing
cell, which involves the complex milling of
textured surfaces and single-point turning
of bearing surfaces, we originally thought
we would need a 5-axis machining centre
and a CNC lathe,” says Ashton. “The
availability of the Brother M140X2 mill with
accurate turning capability using a directdrive 2,000 rpm torque table offered us the
chance to use just one machine to
complete all cutting operations.”
It was felt that a 30-taper tool interface
would suffice for machining all materials
used within Jointmedica’s orthopaedic
devices, and such machines have the
additional advantage of a small footprint.
The company’s preference was for a true
5-axis machine, rather than a 3-axis model
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with a compound CNC table, as the former
would ensure the necessary functionality
within a compact envelope.
Three options on the market were
considered. The Brother machine was
selected, due to its superior turning
capacity and fast axis movements. This
motion is carried
out in four of the
five CNC axes
simultaneously
during non-cutting
times, together

Blatchford made its name by responding
to the mobility needs of returning World War
II amputees by producing a prosthetic knee
that allowed for stabilised weight bearing
and ﬂexion when walking. The knee, known
as the Blatchford Stabilised Knee, became
popular worldwide. Today, the company has
continued to develop increasingly
sophisticated and successful prosthetics,
including the Blatchford Modular Assembly
Prosthesis, winner of a Queen’s Award and
a Design Council Award.
In 2014, Blatchford began looking to

The Haas VF-3YT VMC in
action at Blatchford
Inset: Prosthetics
products by Blatchford
can make a huge
difference to quality
of life

with the 0.9 second tool change, so idle
times are minimal. Cutting feed rate is up
to 30 m/min.
Manufacturing engineer Oliver Clayton
says: “The capabilities of this milling
machine are beyond impressive. During my
induction training, I was able to produce
sample parts in record time. The cutting
performance and level of detail I can
achieve with this variant of the Brother
line-up exceeds our expectations.”
Continuing the prosthetics theme,
Chas A Blatchford & Sons has invested in
machine tool technology from Haas
(https://is.gd/ajenug) to help further
enhance its reputation as a developer,
innovator and provider of lower-limb
prosthetics, orthotics, and specialist
seating products and clinical services.
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upgrade one of its older lathes.
Manufacturing engineering manager Ian
Keeley wanted to bring Haas to the
workshop.
“I’ve worked with Haas machines all my
life”, he explains. “I did my apprenticeship
at a company in Coventry which has 14 of
them, so I knew they were quality
technology.”
The ST-10Y was followed by a Haas VF3YT vertical machining centre with a Y-axis
travel extended to 660 mm and equipped
with a 5-axis trunnion.
“The Haas mill isn’t a standard machine,
because we use it to machine carbon fibre
limb components,” says Keeley. “The
slideways are positively charged, so the
carbon dust is pushed away from the
slideways. It’s perfect for the job.
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MEDICAL SECTOR PULSATING PERFORMANCE

“A major factor in our decision was the
Haas control,” he adds. “The control is
universal, so a lathe operator can change
offsets and keep production running on the
mill, and vice versa.”
Blatchford’s latest investment is an ST30Y Y-axis turning centre. “This lathe has a
maximum of 48 offsets, and we’ve
engineered them so that we use the lot,
near enough,” Keeley explains. “We have 46
tools loaded, which machine around 30
different components. The machine rarely
needs to stop. Jobs are turned around in
minutes, because we don’t have to break
the turret down. It’s far more productive than
the machine it replaced.”
The ST-30Y produces components for
high-end hydraulic ankles, knees and feet
worth up to £25,000 per unit. Most recently,
the machine was used to make components
for the company’s newest design. Known as
Linx, it is the first microprocessor-controlled
lower limb system where the foot and knee
continuously talk to each other to optimise
performance and improve safety.
Another company with a proven track
record in medical industry solutions is I&G
Engineering, based near Swansea. Although
a subcontractor across many sectors, the
company has received commendations from
the NHS for its work in devising breathing
apparatus for new-born babies to inhale
Xenon gas as part of medical treatment.
I&G has recently switched exclusively to
Edgecam (https://is.gd/mosoce) CADCAM
software after Seco Tools (https://is.gd/

Alan Wade (Shawpak, right) showing the
capabilities of the Chiron machine

kitono) sent it support solutions
incorporating the software.

EDGECAM HAS THE EDGE
Mike Evans, engineering director and
workshop manager, says the company works
closely with Seco, which provided tooling
and programming support to improve the
production process on a specific job.
“We saw immediate benefits, as the job
used to take us around three hours –
including two hours for just one operation.
However, using Edgecam, the full process
was completed in an hour. When we looked
at how Edgecam machining strategies could
improve our cycle times, it became a nobrainer that we should use it on our full
range of Haas machines, and our Mazak
[https://is.gd/otocah] vertical machining
centre.”
All new components now go through

Edgecam, while production runs of older
parts are being reprogrammed with the
software. “We’re saving up to 40% on
cutting cycles, which has a tremendous
impact on the bottom line,” says Evans, who
adds that the software’s milling and turning
modules ensure the firm can ship between
600 and 700 components each month.
Of course, aside from actual medical
components, there are many more
opportunities to support the medical sector
with machining services. A case in point can
be seen at Shawpak, which is a division of
Derby-based Riverside Medical Packaging.
Shawpak has spent £600,000 – its biggestever capital investment – on a 5-axis Chiron
1250 vertical milling machine from
Engineering Technology Group (https://is.gd/
ulufay). Not only will the machine almost
halve cycle times on the 80-off customer
thermoforming tools it aims to produce over
the next 12 months, but it will help the
company target additional business in the
medical and food sectors.
The high speed spindle, rotating bed and
bespoke workholding from Hyfore (https://
is.gd/zecece) means that Shawpak can
machine up to 20 parts at any one time,
with a production set taking just 40 hours,
instead of the previous 80.
Alan Wade, works and engineering director
at Shawpak, says: “Demand for our
thermoforming technology is growing rapidly,
which means we need to manufacture more
parts within the same amount of time to
keep up with demand.” ■

Metal AM for orthopaedics
The orthopaedic industry is reinventing itself through the use of
metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes for production.
Betatype (https://is.gd/dojitu), which is headquartered in London,
says it provides key technology and services to unlock the
advantages further, helping to double productivity.
Metal AM processes, such as laser powder bed fusion (PBF),
provide real advantages when it comes to the production of
orthopaedic implants. PBF can produce both solid and porous
geometries in the same process, saving time and materials. It is
also possible to create complex structures that can simulate the
mesh-like porous properties of bone and provide the strength and
durability required of a medical implant. In addition, porous textures
can be built into implants of any shape or size – from acetabular
cups to lumbar cages (pictured).
Betatype also helps reduce costs and deliver on the advantages
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of metal AM for serial production
of orthopaedic implants through its
data processing technology, Engine.
The company recently worked with a client to successfully create
serial production build data that generated build files in excess of
50 GB.
The combination of metal AM, specifically the PBF process, and
Betatype’s portfolio of supporting technologies, enables faster and
more cost-effective serial production of orthopaedic implants.
For instance, Betatype recently worked with an orthopaedic
manufacturer and, using its technology portfolio, was able to
decrease implant build time from 25.8 to 15.4 hours. For such
applications, Betatype technologies optimise the laser scan paths
to reduce the total amount of firing and movement time required for
complex lattice structures.
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Stuart Brown (right)
discussing the XYZ
2010 HD VMC with
operator Alan Mapp

Worth their
weight in gold
Voestalpine opts for XYZ; GKN Aerospace makes gains with Heller; large-capacity VTLs at Hanwha
Aerospace; Rigibore optimises boring at ZF Wind Power. Steed Webzell has the detail

V

oestalpine High Performance Metals
UK Ltd has built a reputation for
supplying specialty metals into
demanding sectors that include oil and gas,
aerospace, power generation, automotive
and motorsport. Based in Oldbury, West
Midlands, continued investment in the
company’s warehouse facility and valueadded services ensures it is well placed for
the future. Recently, the Value Added
Services department was enhanced with
the acquisition of three machines from XYZ
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha),
including a ‘Super Heavyweight’ model.
“Although our core activity here at
Oldbury is the sale and distribution of high
performance metals as either cut steel,
billets or blocks, we’ve had a limited
machining capacity on site for many years,”
says Stuart Brown, value added services
manager. “The decision to expand our
machining facility was taken just over 12
months ago, enabling us to increase the
on-site services we provide to customers.
Our ambition is to achieve a 50-50 split
between material supply and value-added
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services, and our investment in machining
capacity is part of that strategy. The more
we can do for customers with regards to
the pre-machining of material adds
significant value to the products we sell,
whether that is simply blocking material
to a specific size, or more intricate
machining work.”

HEAVYWEIGHT ARRIVAL
The first XYZ machine to arrive on site was
an XYZ 2010 vertical machining centre,
part of XYZ’s ‘Super Heavyweight’ range of
machines. With a table load capacity of
3,000 kg and a table size of 2,200 by
1,000 mm, the XYZ 2010 is suited to
processing large blocks of material for
customers in the toolmaking and medical
sectors.
“We can load a variety of parts on to the
machine table with multiple blocks
accommodated at the same time, which
greatly improves efficiency,” says Brown.
“I knew of the value/performance of XYZ
machines from working at previous
companies, but I was unaware of their

larger capacity machines. Seeing the
carcass of the XYZ 2010 VMC at XYZ’s
factory in Devon gave me the reassurance
that I was buying the right machine for
the job.”
The combination of the unit’s 8,000
rpm/23 kW spindle, six box-slideways on
the Y-axis and solid 20,000 kg Meehanite
cast construction, enables high metal
removal rates.
Switching sector, Heller Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/fapeva) has supplied a large,
heavy duty machine to GKN Aerospace
Filton, near Bristol, to rough titanium
aircraft components. The machine has
already started producing a family of five
structural components from titanium
forgings, 24/7.
Six potential HMC suppliers were
considered, half were shortlisted. The
company opted for a Heller H 16000 with a
high torque spindle. Despite the machine’s
size and rigidity, its installed weight at less
than 50 tonnes allowed it to be positioned
at the Filton facility, where there is a
300 mm thick floor, without the need for
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any special foundations.
Mark Edwards, operations group leader
of the ‘Hard Metal Cell’, took advantage of
the H 16000’s arrival to re-engineer all five
titanium aircraft parts. None requires
simultaneous milling in more than three
CNC axes and he was able to find
significant cycle time savings on the 4-axis
machine in comparison with 5-axis process
routes.
Newly devised machining strategies
include taking lighter, faster cuts with solid
carbide milling cutters and reducing the
number of inserted tools. For the largest of
the five structural components, which
measures 2,400 mm long by 200 mm wide
by 170 mm high, the cycle time was cut
from 70 hours across two operations to
52 hours, a saving of more than a quarter.
Similar reductions have been achieved on
all of the parts, the smallest of which still
involves 14 hours of machining.
As an indication of the amount of metal
removal involved, a mid-size component
measuring 1.1 m long is machined from a
176 kg titanium forging and results in a
part weighing 60% less, at 67 kg, after
machining.
The specification of the H 16000 at
Filton includes axis travels of 2,400 by
1,600 by 1,600 mm (X, Y, Z) and an HSK100A spindle rated at 2,292 Nm/60 kW/
6,000 rpm.

January 2019, some 30 Doosan VTRs had
been installed at the Vietnam factory,
a figure that will rise to 120 by 2024. Mills
CNC (https://is.gd/edocag) is the UK agent
for machine tools from Doosan.
The Doosan machines supplied to
Hanwha comprise VTR 1012F and VTR
1216F models. Both have a wide column
and box-guideway design, and are equipped
with ram-type spindles (up to 45 kW/
400 rpm), as well as large diameter crosstaper roller bearings for heavy duty
machining operations. The maximum
turning diameter is 1,600 mm (VTR 1216F).
Moving from turning to boring, Nexus is
Rigibore’s answer to the precise and
consistent machining of large diameter
bores between 275 and 2,010 mm
diameter. Making use of Rigibore’s Zenith
system, Nexus is a self-contained unit that
can be mounted to Wohlhaupter flanges,
with the unit containing a wireless
transceiver, battery and one of Rigibore’s
ActiveEdge cartridges. This combination
means that the insert can be adjusted for
diameter, either manually, using the
ActiveEdge Remote control, or
automatically, if used in conjunction with
Rigibore’s Zenith Industry 4.0-compliant

automation system.
The development of Nexus came about
when Rigibore was approached by ZF Wind
Power’s facility in Belgium, where
gearboxes are produced for wind turbines.
These large, high value parts were subject
to long set-up times, due to restricted
access when setting diameters. Further
complications arose from outside factors,
such as temperature variance, which meant
constant checking and adjustment of bore
sizes. When creating Nexus, Rigibore
developed a boring module that was
compatible with existing boring flanges;
these modules were then integrated with
Rigibore’s Zenith closed-loop tool
compensation system and in-process
gauging. This combination delivered the
control, accuracy and consistency that ZF
Wind Power required, without the need for
manual intervention.
A major benefit for ZF Wind Power is the
ability to use Rigibore’s ‘two-stage finish
cut’ system as part of the Nexus/Zenith
solution. This strategy sees the cutting
edge automatically backed off to machine a
pre-finish bore, which is measured. The
value is stored in the machine control and
interrogated to determine the amount of

MASSIVE FACTORY TAKES SHAPE
Hanwha Aerospace is another company in
this sector that recently sought additional
heavy machining resources.
At the company’s newly constructed aeroengine plant in Vietnam, large-capacity
Doosan vertical turning lathes now occupy
centre stage.
The factory, located near Hanoi, is
substantial at 60,000 m2, making it
approximately eight times the size of a
football pitch. Once fully operational, it is
anticipated that Hanwha Aerospace will be
able to increase sales turnover to circa
US$879m. The company supplies aeroengine parts to GE, Pratt & Whitney and
Rolls-Royce, amongst others.
To help Hanwha achieve its ambitions,
the company has invested heavily in a
number of large-capacity Doosan vertical
ram-type lathes (VTR models). By the end of
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The Heller H 1600 aquired by GKN Aerospace
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associated with transporting large, heavy
workpieces to the CMM, the company also
uses a range of portable CMMs from Faro
(https://is.gd/ucivug), with both tactile
measurement and scanning capabilities,
to perform regular in-process checks.

LARGE MEASURES

Hanwha Aerospace will eventually
have 120 Doosan VTLs at its new
manufacturing site in Vietnam

adjustment required for the finish bore size
to be nominal. The special macros
developed by Rigibore ensure that the
Nexus tool is adjusted to compensate,
automatically, for insert wear, temperature
change and material inconsistency. As a
result, ZF Wind Power has seen a reduction
in scrap or rework of large and expensive
components, while cycle times have been
reduced, due to the elimination of manual
intervention in the fine boring process.
Of course, sourcing machining-related
solutions to large/heavy workpieces is one
thing, but how about measuring them?
Staffordshire-based Goodwin International

recently tackled this very dilemma. Goodwin
manufactures components for a range of
sectors, including nuclear, defence, oil and
gas, power generation, aerospace and
renewable energy. Parts range from large
primary circuit reactor components standing
at 4 m in height and 5.5 m in diameter, to
machined and welded assemblies up to
100 tonne in weight.
As a result of the size and demanding
dimensional tolerances of many
components, the company makes use of
one of the largest capacity CMMs in the
UK, which can measure parts of up to 5 by
3 by 2 m. However, given the problems

A growing order book and increasing need
for the scanning and dimensional
inspection of large components – and
comparing them to CAD models – recently
prompted Goodwin to purchase a 4 m
version of Faro’s recently launched
Quantum FaroArm, used in combination
with a FaroBlu Laser Line Probe HD (High
Definition).
Goodwin International’s quality control
manager, Mark Woolmer, says. “Having
compared several options, I came to the
conclusion that Faro’s 4 m Quantum
ScanArm was the ideal portable CMM for
our needs. It shares many of the qualities
of our existing portable CMMs, although
the new Quantum ScanArm boasts the
latest FaroBlu Laser Line Probe HD and
delivers even faster scanning times. In fact,
its speed and ease of operation mean that,
without compromising on accuracy,
we have cut our scanning inspection times
in half.” ■

Heavy duty machine tool news in brief
■ A 6-axis, horizontal-spindle machining centre with a working
volume starting from 4,100 by 1,600 by 650 mm, with options of
2.1 and 2.6 m in the Y-axis, and up to 30 m in the X-axis, has been
introduced by F Zimmermann for producing structural components
in the aerospace industry. Availability in the UK and Ireland is
through sole agent Kingsbury (https://is.gd/exevoc). Equipped with
an integrated, expandable, patented pallet-change system that
automatically loads the component into the vertical plane for
machining, the FZH400 is the first horizontal machining centre from
F Zimmermann, a long-established manufacturer of gantry-type,
vertical-spindle machines.
■ Hembrug’s newly-developed Mikroturn 100 XLD (XLD stands for
extra large diameter) for hard-turning operations is a modified
version of the Mikroturn 100. The machine has a turning diameter
of up to 610 mm, instead of 380 mm for the standard Mikroturn
100. Despite a machine floor surface of only 6 m2, the 100 XLD is
capable of producing large and heavy workpieces, says its maker.
Supporting this capability, the fixed head of the standard Mikroturn
100 has been raised and the X-axis has a longer, 340 mm stroke.
UK agent is Kyal Machine Tools (https://is.gd/ebeced).
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■ Okuma,
represented in
the UK by
NCMT, is
releasing its
MCR-S (Super)
double-column machining
centre, which is particularly
suited to the machining of press
dies. The machine also unites subtractive
and additive manufacturing methods, allowing
for ‘process-intensive’ production.
The MCR-S boasts a cast-iron doubleThe Okuma MCR-S is
column structure that is equipped with
particularly suited to the
Okuma’s ‘Thermo-Friendly’ concept. As a machining of press dies
result, any unwelcome heating-up can be
prevented, while thermal deformations are compensated. When
manufacturing press dies, this factor is especially important,
because the machining process can often take days or even
weeks, making accuracy vulnerable to changes in temperature.
https://is.gd/quxohe
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Silverson Machines
has installed two
AgieCharmilles units in
support of high-shear
industrial mixer production

EDM & ECM LATEST TECH BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY

Electric effect

AgieCharmilles Form P 600 die-sinkers suits Silverson Machines; global kettle control maker likes
Sodick for toolmaking duties; less sticky surfaces via GF Machining tech mean faster injection moulding;
A&M gets Mayor in to commission latest investment

S

ilverson Machines, based in
Chesham, Buckinghamshire, has
invested in two state-of-the-art diesink EDM machines from GF Machining
Solutions (https://is.gd/nofata). The
machines, two AgieCharmilles Form P 600
models, were installed in April 2018 and
are being used, primarily, to machine
complex, high precision rotor/stator
workheads – components for the
company’s high-shear industrial mixers.
Workheads are made from 316L
stainless steel, but for special-purpose
applications titanium and exotics such as
Hastelloy can also be used. The workheads
feature a number of integral components –
rotor blades and circular stators, and
screens with different-shaped holes,
apertures, slots or perforations. EDM spark
erosion technology is employed to machine
its stators and screens and the two Form P
600s have replaced two older Roboform diesink EDM machines previously purchased by
Silverson from GF Machining Solutions some
years ago.
The new machines provide the company
with improved productivity and performance,
and are equipped with sophisticated digital
generators and feature a number of onboard
‘SMART’ technologies that help Silverson
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achieve higher part accuracies, improved
surface finishes, reduced cycle times,
reduced electrode wear and greater process
reliability.
Says Alan Pepper, head of manufacturing
at Silverson Machines: “We regularly invest
in new advanced machine tool technologies
as a route to improving our performance and
competitiveness.
“EDM is a mainstream manufacturing
technology for us and has been for some

time. However, to meet the growing global
demand for our industrial mixers and to
optimise the machining of new sophisticated
next generation workheads, it became
evident that we needed to strengthen, and
make further investment in, our spark
erosion capacity and capabilities.”
Of the new machines the head of
manufacturing says: “We were particularly
interested the performance of the new
machines’ ISPG generators and the IQ

Less sticky surfaces boost injection
moulding performance
GF Machining Solutions’ 3DS intelligent surface texturing technology on
its dies-sink EDMs reduces mould tool surface friction, enabling
injection-moulded parts’ manufacturers to improve productivity and
performance.
Users of AgieCharmilles FORM P and FORM X die-sinking machines
can access the function direct from the machines’ HMI controls. 3DS
technology smooths out the distance between peaks and valleys on the
mould surface but does not eliminate peaks. It stretches the surface RSM (root mean
square) value, without affecting the Ra value and, because the peaks are more evenly
spread out, the surface created prevents sticking. The 3DS function would be used for the
last two or three burn settings to deliver and ensure an enhanced surface finish. But this
type of surface finishing has other applications outside of mould making. Any part that
comes into contact with fluid, for example, will benefit from advanced surface quality to
facilitate the fast and smooth flow of fluids.
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Wire-erosion machine
technician Mike Alexander
drives StrixÕs new Sodick

technology, supplied as standard on the
machines.”
Intelligent Speed Power Generators
(ISPG) deliver improved surface quality,
material removal and accuracy. The
generator reduces electrode wear during
roughing and finishing operations –
irrespective of whether copper or graphite
electrodes are used. Innovative Quality (IQ)
technology dramatically reduces, and in
some cases completely eliminates,
electrode wear when using graphite and
copper electrodes. The technology helps
manufacturers improve their productivity by
reducing job set-up times and facilitates
improved machine utilisation. It also lowers
costs by reducing the number of electrodes
required.
Concludes Pepper: “Since being installed,
the Form P 600 machines have been
working around the clock. We are particularly
pleased with the low electrode wear we are
experiencing and are impressed by the
speed of the machines and their ability to
produce repeatable high quality burr-free

slots and perforations.”
At Strix, the world leader in kettle controls,
a Sodick ALC600G wire eroder from SodiTech EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi) has
improved cutting speeds by 20-30%, saved
significant sums in consumables and
achieved far higher levels of reliability.
With global headquarters near Castletown
on the Isle of Man, which is supported by a
manufacturing site just up the road at
Ramsey, and a manufacturing/assembly
facility in Guangzhou, China, since 1982,
when Strix was formed, the company has
made many millions of kettle controls. In fact,
the two billion mark was reached in
November 2017.
With such a vast number of controls to
make, the company is reliant not just on
efficient production technology, but on classleading toolmaking capability. With this
thought in mind, Strix recently sought to
upgrade its wire EDM machinery, which is
used to make press tools for the myriad of
electrical switch parts contained within the
company’s kettle controls.
“We’ve had two wire EDMs working 24-7
for the past 18 years, so the time had come
to consider making the leap to the latest
technology,” explains toolroom manager John
Roy. “All of our press tooling is made from
carbide, so wire EDM is the only realistic way
of manufacturing.”
Roy and his team “looked at all the
market suppliers of EDM machinery”,
scrutinising factors such as speed, finishing
capability, running costs and price. After
whittling the contenders down to a shortlist of
two, the Sodick ALC600G emerged as the

company’s machine of choice.
Based on the latest digital innovations in
generator technologies and the use of
advanced electrode materials, the Sodick ALC
range demonstrates considerable advances
in cutting speed, accuracy and surface finish,
at a competitive price.
The new ALC600G has replaced one of
the older wire EDMs on site at Strix and been
set to work producing the press tooling –
punches and dies – required to produce
electrical components such as the bi-metal
discs that respond to steam and switch off
the kettle. The press tools are often
manufactured to produce two or three
different components simultaneously.
Continues Roy: “Our new Sodick wire EDM
is also used to produce replacement punch
and die inserts for existing press tools
[tolerances can often be 0.005 mm]. We
certainly have no shortage of work for the
machine. It now runs 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Although we only run a two-shift
pattern (06:00-14:00 and 14:00-22:00), the
machine is reliable enough to leave running
unattended overnight and at weekends.”
And benefits to its toolmaking operation
are many, he advises. “Not only is the cutting
speed 20-30% faster than our previous
machine, but it is a lot more reliable and
uses far less wire. The Sodick was quite a bit
different to our old machine, but the excellent
training delivered by Sodi-Tech EDM meant
we became familiar in no time. In fact, the
support has been really good in general.
Being located on an island, we rely on
effective telephone support, if we have a
query, and Sodi-Tech has not let us down.” ■

Mayor commissions A&M EDMÕs equipment in record year
A&M EDM scored record sales of £6.1m in 2018, a 32 % increase on 2017, off the back of a
£750,000 investment in CNC machinery and equipment.
The Smethwick, West Midlands-based firm invited West Midlands Mayor Andy Street (centre)
to commission the new equipment, which was part funded by a £50,000 grant from the Black
Country LEP Growing Priority Sectors fund. In parallel with the investment, the company took on
10 new staff in 2018, taking the current workforce to 67.
The Mayor saw demonstrations of A&M’s CNC machining, inspection and spark and wire
erosion capabilities, which are used to manufacture prototypes, precision parts
and tooling for aerospace, automotive, Formula One and assembly customers.
He was presented with a memento of his visit. Using A&M’s capabilities in CAD
design, turning and CNC milling, electrodes for use in die-sinking were wired that
produced lettering and an embossed West Midlands Combined Authority logo on a
commemorative shield.
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Two approaches proven to help
manufacturers maximise their
sawing operations are automation
and correct setting/maintenance.
Steed Webzell hears from the
experts about turning theory
into practice

Automate
to accumulate
E

rnst Wagner, managing director of
Kasto (https://is.gd/omiyuv) in the UK
and Ireland, says the only way is up for
automation, when it comes to the two initial
steps in manufacturing: the storage of raw
material and cutting it prior to the first
production process. Automation is essential
in order to stay competitive in world markets,
yet Britain and Ireland lag behind most
developed nations in their adoption of all
types of mechanisation.
“Nearly half of carbide circular sawing
machines sold in Germany have some degree
of automation, and there are many similar
examples of automation applied to
bandsawing installations, not only in Germany
but across Europe and the US,” he says.
“Here again, around half of installations are
automated to some extent. A single robot can
service more than

one sawing machine, leading to greater
efficiency and faster return on investment.
In the UK, however, such examples are rare,
despite there being 1,400 Kasto saw
installations in this market.”
On the other side of Kasto’s business –
the manufacture and supply of automated
industrial storage systems – it has installed
1,900 worldwide but there are only eight of
the company’s top-end, fully automatic
warehouses in the UK. This is despite goodsto-operator material handling being typically
three times faster than manual picking,
added to which, automated storage has a
footprint up to 75% smaller than conventional
racking.
It seems there is enormous potential for
British and Irish stockholders and
manufacturers to benefit by upgrading
and automating both their logistical
and sawing functions. Consequently,
Wagner foresees that manufacturing
will become an ever more important
part of the economy over the coming
years and provide an increasing
percentage of GDP.
“Automation is the key,” he
Robot technology linked to a
circular sawing centre relieves
employees of tiring and
monotonous tasks
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states. “Trying to pare back raw material
costs will only get you so far; it is in reducing
the labour overhead where the real
opportunity lies. In everything Kasto does,
a cost-saving solution emerges, because we
know that capital investment in our
equipment can be offset against a saving in
operator hours.
“We do the cost analyses for customers
and show them how their investment will pay
for itself in typically six to 12 months, and
increase productivity for many years after
that,” continues Wagner. “We prove to them
how not only machine design, but also robots
and other methods of automation, can
improve their bottom line and help increase
competitiveness.”

STATISTICALLY INTERESTING
Alongside his prediction regarding
automation, Wagner cites an interesting
statistic. A rule of thumb is that a
manufacturer should spend 3 to 5% of the
capital cost of a sawing machine (per shift
per annum) on keeping it in peak condition.
The reality is that firms in the UK spend on
average 1%, with the consequence that
sawing efficiency declines over the years.
A machine can deteriorate to the point where,
from an investment point of view, there is
little to be gained from its continued use,
especially considering that the saw is old
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Product news in brief
A KASTOuniline
automated storage and
retrieval system for
sheet metal

technology and therefore less efficient than a
newer model.
His message is: do not ignore service, but
take out a service contract with a full
maintenance package from the outset.
Behind the sales talk lies the undeniable fact
that poorly serviced machines perform less
efficiently and break down more often, which
can easily have a bigger financial impact in
terms of lost production and repair bills than
paying for regular, planned maintenance.
Concurring with this viewpoint is ADS
Precision (https://is.gd/ditipe), which offers
sawing machines from principals such as
Hydmech, MEP and Meba. The company says
that a well-maintained bandsaw helps in
making efficient and quality cuts, and
increases safety for saw operators.
For a bandsaw to cut accurately and
efficiently, it should be set up correctly. With
this in mind, ADS Precision has identified key
areas that should be checked, as well as
procedures to ensure that the saw is
operating at its best. This strategy advises
that before cutting: the blade type and width
are suitable for the material and the blade
thickness is suitable for the band wheel; the
blade teeth are sharp and properly set; and
the blade is correctly tensioned and tracked.
One of the first things to check is the
machine’s swarf brush. A swarf brush in poor
condition can lead to bandsaw blade tooth
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breakage, premature tooth wear and rough
cutting, reports ADS Precision, which
recommends replacement as soon as
deterioration is noticed.
Blade tension is another area that
requires attention. Tension can be measured
with a dedicated meter. The correct tension
for both carbide and bi-metal blades should
be between 250 and 330 N/mm2, the
company adds, depending on the size of the
blade and machine type. Incorrect tension
can lead to blade breakage, crooked cutting
and vibration, plus slippage between the
band and the wheel.
Similar issues can occur if running at
incorrect blade speed for the material, while
coolant flow and concentration must also be
checked. ADS Precision says that coolant
concentration can be measured with a
refractometer and recommends 7% for bimetal and 10% for carbide, minimum.
Blade guides can also be the culprit, when
experiencing issues such as band breakage,
crooked cuts or blade vibration. Guides
should be disassembled to check for cracks
and/or chips. The carbide guide surface
should be higher than the surface of the steel
holder. As a point of note, look for excessive
wear on the corners of the guides. In
addition, bearing-type guides should be
checked for looseness between the centre
shaft or post and the outer bearing surface.
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■ Kasto is extending its KASTOmicut
range of swing-frame bandsaws by adding
three further models. Two of the
machines feature a larger cutting range.
KASTOmicut E 4.6 cuts round material up
to 335 mm diameter and flat material
with dimensions up to 460 by 335 mm,
and is designed for single-sided mitre
angles, with suitability for cuts from 0 to
+60°. With KASTOmicut U 4.6, users can
process flat material up to 520 mm wide.
Finally, for users mainly sawing smaller
workplaces, Kasto has launched the
KASTOmicut P 1.8, which has a cutting
range of up to 180 mm and is suitable
for straight cuts and can mitre from 0 to
+45°. https://is.gd/ugosej
■ Lenox (https://is.gd/gupoda) has
introduced a new range of ‘Jig Saw Blades’,
designed to deliver optimal performance
when cutting a variety of materials, including
metal. When end users were asked what
they look for in a blade, clean cuts, long
blade life and durability were the top
priorities. For common metalcutting
applications, such as sheet metal or steel
tubing, Lenox bi-metal Jig Saw Blades
feature Power Blast Technology, as well as
proprietary T2 Technology to provide fast,
efficient cutting. For tough metalcutting
applications, like steel plate or stainless
steel, the updated offering features Lenox
Power Arc curved Jig Saw Blades. The
curved profile of the blade optimises the
angle of attack for fast cutting and provides
up to two-times longer life than the previous
generation blade.

Make sure the bearings turn freely.
In terms of wheel bearings, check for flat
spots on the surface of the wheels, and rock
the wheel from side-to-side to assess bearing
play. Any issues here can result in blade slip
or even breakage.
The drive mechanism is another item on
the checklist, says ADS Precision, particularly
the condition of drive belts. Also, look for leaks
in the drive gearbox and listen for any unusual
sounds. Checking the hydraulic fluid level, as
well as the oil level in all air oilers and the
gearbox oil level, are further recommendations.
Any problems in these areas can lead to
erratic operation of the bandsaw arm or erratic
blade speed control. ■
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ITW Rocol's laboratory,
where new products are
developed and tested

COOLANTS & CUTTING OILS KINDER PRODUCTS STILL PERFORM

Cool for cuts
New legislation relating to the inclusion of formaldehyde-releasing biocides is spawning product
development, as Steed Webzell discovers

A

s of 1 December 2018, legislation
changes have seen formaldehydereleasing biocides reclassified as a
carcinogenic category 1B H350 and
mutagenic category 2. Subsequently, all
fluids will be carcinogenic and sensitising,
if they contain ≥0.1% releasable
formaldehyde, and will be classified as
mutagenic, if they contain ≥1% releasable
formaldehyde (see box item below 'What is
formaldehyde?’). The labelling for all
products/formulations containing
formaldehyde-releasing biocides will now
change to include the GHS08 and H350
phrase “may cause cancer”. Fortunately,

for customers of ITW Rocol (https://is.gd/
ofaquy), the fluid management specialist is
ahead of the curve, in terms of legislation
compliance.
Working in anticipation of the change,
Rocol had been looking for some time to
replace biocides in its products with
alternative biocides that are not
formaldehyde-releasing before the 1
December 2018 deadline. This move has
avoided the classification of carcinogen
category 1B H350, while ensuring
performance characteristics are not
compromised.
And while the labelling on barrels is

changing, it is important to remember that
this applies only to the concentrate held
within the barrel. Once the concentrate is
mixed with water, the hazard labelling will
not apply. So, the actual risk to users is
more reduced than the hazard labelling
suggests, says Rocol.
The day-to-day management of cutting
fluids is critical to all those who use them
and wish to comply with COSHH 2002
requirements. Ultimately, it is likely that
new technologies will be developed, with
formaldehyde-releasing biocides eventually
phased out altogether. However, until then,
any concerned machine shops should

What is a formaldehyde-releasing biocide?
Rocol explains that some bactericides used in metalworking fluids
are classed as formaldehyde-releasing biocides. They release small
quantities of formaldehyde when subject to certain conditions.
Known for its preservative and anti-bacterial properties,
formaldehyde (present through the use of formaldehyde releasing
biocides) has been used successfully in metalworking fluids
products for many years.
The reason is that water-miscible metalworking fluids are highly
susceptible to bacterial and fungal growth. This is caused by the
environment and nature of the fluid. Sources of contamination can
include tramp oil in the system, operators handling components and
setting jobs, the incoming water supply and swarf from the workpiece.
As the fluid is highly susceptible to bacterial growth, it can cause
serious problems, if not properly maintained. These issues can
include bad odour, skin irritation, short sump life, fungal growth and
blockages. As they can quickly destroy fresh fluid and cause health
problems to operators, it is of vital importance to eliminate and
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control the growth of bacteria in metalworking fluids.
Metalworking fluid suppliers are taking a number of actions as a
result of the latest legislation:
■ Certain products are being withdrawn from the market
■ Some products that previously contained certain formaldehyde
releasing biocides will be reformulated and will still be available
■ Some products may contain more severe hazard labelling and
risk phrases but retain performance properties
■ Other products may sacrifice on performance to avoid certain
hazard labels
■ Some products could retain acceptable hazard labelling whilst
maintaining a high standard of performance – these
would demand a higher price, however
■ The general cost of metalworking fluid products could increase.
The new legislation means alternative technologies; raw materials
and formulations need to be developed and implemented, and this
comes at a cost to the manufacturer.
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and processes and, as a result, can help
streamline a machine shop’s inventory of
cutting fluids. We work side-by-side with our
customers, so we know the challenges they
face and the solutions needed to help
overcome them.”

Higher performing coolants can
be kinder to the environment

check with their coolant suppliers that any
products arriving are labelled correctly.
ExxonMobil (https://is.gd/upevit) is also
pointing up its coolants’ environmental
credentials. Its latest launch is MobilcutNew, a series of cutting fluids designed to
enhance machining performance and tool
life. The range is also formulated to deliver
high levels of surface finish, irrespective of
metal or process, says the company. By
helping to extend tool life, Mobilcut-New not
only improves productivity but reduces
human-machine interactions, cutting the
risk of accidents. In addition, the cutting
fluid complies with European legislation on
the removal of formaldehyde releasers,

offering machine shop owners additional
peace of mind.
Mobilcut-New features the addition of
newly-developed grades that are biostable
and chlorine-free. These grades are easy to
mix and monitor, contributing to low
maintenance costs. According to
ExxonMobil, they also provide high levels of
pH stability, resistance to bacterial growth
and washing ability.
“The fluids offer protection against
corrosion and have low foaming tendencies,
even under high pressure conditions,” says
Inken Reuser, EAME offer advisor,
ExxonMobil Fuels & Lubricants. “MobilcutNew is also suitable for a range of metals

SUSTAINABLE CREDENTIALS
Total (https://is.gd/afayux) is another that is
treading the path of environmentally-friendly
product development. It has launched Total
Folia, a bio-sourced, water-based
metalworking fluid free of mineral oils and
emulsifiers. Offering high cooling and
lubricating properties for machining
operations, Total Folia is said to deliver
gains in productivity and tool life, while
reducing operating costs and the number of
processing steps.
Additionally, Total Folia addresses three
important areas: health, safety and the
environment. For instance, the product is
odour-free, is kinder to the skin upon
contact and contains fewer hazardous
components.
Peter Allen, metalworking technical sales
manager at Total Industrial Lubricants, says:
“Total Folia offers extraordinary performance
and versatility, coupled with health, safety
and environmental benefits.” ■

Industry & product news update
■ Norelem has added the series of Loc-Line high pressure nozzles
to its product portfolio. The nozzles facilitate the precise
application of coolant to points of tool/workpiece contact, thus
reducing damage caused by excessive heat and friction. With
diameters ranging from 1.6 to 4.1 mm, and lengths from 0 mm
(flush with the housing) to 31.8 mm, the nozzles feature a compact
design for installation in tight spaces. Further simplifying
installation, the components can be rotated through 360°.
https://is.gd/okibuc
■ Wanner International (Pumps & Equipment, https://is.gd/xajedo)
has introduced intelligent control for its Hydra-Cell pumps that, it
claims,, will generate significant savings while simultaneously
improving machined part quality. High pressure coolant pumps are
traditionally set to accommodate the tool in the carousel that
demands the largest coolant flow requirement. When tools with
smaller orifices are employed, the unrequired coolant is returned to
the tank through a bypass valve. This system is wasteful of power,
heats up coolant unnecessarily and reduces pump life. Hydra-Cell
intelligent pump control is an open-loop system that delivers just
the right flow of coolant to maintain the required system pressure,
regardless of tool size, thus reducing the power requirement.
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■ Carillon Industrial Systems (CIS – https://is.gd/uceyaj) now
offers the Will-Fill coolant management system, a patented and
innovative solution that equips metalworking machines with a
“unique add-on”. Will-Fill monitors and reports on the metalworking
fluid as it fills and refills. The system relieves operator workload
and reduces ecological footprint. It measures and records key
coolant data parameters to the cloud and provides alerts when
safety limits are approached or breached. Operating costs are
reduced and the effectiveness of investments are increased, the
company claims.
The system: works with any type of metalworking fluid and
water pressure; fills and re-fills automatically to the level and
concentration specified; calibrates the sensors to the connected
metalworking fluid and water supply; measures and reports up to
seven values for the metalworking fluid; has an online dashboard
for offsite monitoring; records the consumption of metalworking
emulsion and water, enabling accurate cost control; allows limit
values to be set for planning maintenance before the metalworking
fluid becomes contaminated; detects an abnormal fluid level that
can indicate a malfunction or leakage in the connected machine;
and sends e-mail notifications of each event.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC Training/Programming

CNC SOLUTIONS UK

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com

Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

4 CNC Programming for all machines

Measuring Equipment

4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

www.subcondrilling.co.uk
• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Honing

TBT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Ultrasonic Cleaning

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

•

01420 544909

SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difficult
applications yielding exceptional results.

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

Vacuums and coolant filtration
/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

April scheduled features
• Machining centres
• Composites machining
• Deep hole drilling
• Quality & metrology
• Industry 4.0 &Automation
• Subcontracting • Aerospace

Wanted Welding Plant

TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery
Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 (0)116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com

Wanted Machine Tools

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
No it’s not.
But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment! CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
Engineering Equipment. Call us today to turn your used machines and old equipment into cash.

*07752 569191*
*Quality Used Machine Tools*
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
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this month

Receivers in at FMT; calls for investment-boosting measures; Metcut/Metalworking
exhibition set to prompt renewed investment, we hope; Trumpf celebrates betterthan-the-average business plus milestones; wire EDM technology development
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▼
EU accession negotiations with
Austria, Sweden, Finland and
Norway conclude in Brussels; Hungary
formally applies to join the EU

▼

Church of
England
ordains
first of 33
women
priests

▼
Secondgeneration Intel
Pentium
processors

▼

Colin Jackson,
world record
60 m
indoor
hurdles
(7.30 sec)

PA

The Eurofighter takes its first
flight, in Manching, Germany

In feature articles this month, we kick off with a ‘Technology in
Focus’ article that looks at the wire EDM process, specifically
Charmilles’ Micro-Finish generator (Charmilles is today subsumed
within GF Machining Solutions). Wire EDM can negatively impact
both surface finish and surface integrity. There are already three
countermeasures, but the Swiss expert’s solution demonstrates
advantages over all of them, delivering ‘ground standard’ surfaces.
In other stories, we explain how Roll-Royce’s move to nickel
alloys for jet engine compressor blades prompted the development
of the Bladecenter grinder, which makes use of CBN grinding wheel
technology. We also look at developments in milling inserts, asking
whether these are keeping up with those implemented for turning
inserts, namely: advanced geometries, substrates and coatings.
Company representative organisation GTMA, at this time very
much focused on the UK’s mould tool making fraternity, is pushing
its ‘World-Class Toolmaker’ initiative. We report on one company
that has achieved the accolade, The Alan Group, having had that
bestowed upon it by IBM and the London Business School. People
development and nurture were key in the gaining of this
recognition. The company has zero staff turnover. Alan Group was
purchased in 2000 by Carclo, a global supplier of technical plastics
products that today has three UK locations: Bruntons Aero
Products Ltd, Musselburgh, Scotland; Wipac Ltd, Buckingham,
Aylesbury; and Carclo Technical Plastics Ltd, Mitcham, Surrey.
Apart from a heavy emphasis on the Metcut & Metalworking
exhibitions, we have one of our regular subcontracting
supplements in our second issue, which carries a preview of the
Subcon show, plus we look at Ashford, Kent-based MJ Allen of the
Allen Group, which has successfully diversified its original patternmaking activities, and British Midland Tool that had also expanded
and grown through the recession (owned by the Allen Group). The
former continues; the latter became embroiled in a much-reported
court case in 2003, after some directors set up a competitor firm,
Midland International Tooling. Neither company name survives. ■
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▼
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Europe’s first
inverted roller
coaster, Nemesis,
opens at Alton
Towers

Andrew Dunn /stock.adobe.com

▼
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T

he story of a continuing dwindling British machine tool industry
is brought into sharp relief, the receivers having been called in
at Brighton-based FMT Holdings, parent company of horizontal
machining centre and flexible manufacturing system maker FMT. The
company is the last wholly-owned UK maker of horizontal machining
centres; it will be a tragedy if it fades into oblivion, we say; it does.
In our second issue, we celebrate exhibition Metcut &
Metalworking ‘94’s imminent staging – it is today replaced by the
MACH event. Emerging from recession as the UK is, we promote
the event hard as part of efforts to get the country back on an
investment footing.
In news this month, the Machine Tool Technologies Association,
which represents machine tool makers and importers, is calling for
preferential interest rates and the return of 100% capital
allowances to boost UK investment. The association is also keen
to report that it has got Treasury officials out of their offices and
into factories to see first-hand how important investment is.
Trumpf’s UK managing director of the day Brian Lewis is keen to
stress that, in comparison to a global machine tool market that
shrank 20% in ‘92/’93, Trumpf’s world sales fell by only 8.6%. And
1994 is a year of milestones for Germany-headquartered Trumpf:
25 years since the company delivered its first NC punching
machine; it’s the 20th anniversary of its UK operation;
it will mark the delivery of the 50th laser profiling
machine and 500th punching machine by the UK
operation; and the Trumpf group has just
introduced waterjet cutting technology.
The installation of three Hitachi Seiki
CNC machine tools (the brand was
bought by Mori Seiki, now incorporated
within DMG Mori) at the Barking
campus of the University of East
London will help engineering
students realise their designs.
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